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1- Introduction 
 
   Lightning is an important meteorological process, it is a dangerous natural phenomenon 
which causes disturbances in our life, and it has a bad effect on mankind. So a great attention 
has been taken towards this phenomenon. From electrical power systems point of view, these 
systems should be protected against this phenomenon, where large parts of the power system 
exposed to lightning. System components can be exposed to lightning-induced overvoltages; 
these overvoltages have high magnitude comparing with any voltage level of distribution 
network, so flashover is generated causing damage to the equipment when insufficient 
protection against this phenomenon is used. This directly affects on power quality and system 
reliability.  
 
1.1 Lightning Phenomenon 
 
    The lightning is a natural phenomenon generated during thunderstorm by electrostatic 
discharge which produced electromagnetic radiations. The lightning is occasionally associated 
with thunder due to the electric current passing through the lightning channel [1]. The main 
source of lightning is rainstorms and it is rarely occurred during snowstorms. 
 
1.1.1 Types of Lightning  
 
   Lightning discharges can be classified into three main types [2-4]: 
1. Intracloud discharge, 
2. Cloud-to-cloud discharge and  
3. Cloud-to-ground discharge.  
   From the power system point of view, cloud-to-ground discharge is the frequent type that 
generates lightning overvoltages on overhead distribution lines. The process explanation of the 
cloud to ground discharge is discussed in the following subsection. 
 
1.1.2 Lightning Process  
 
   Figure 1.1 shows induced charges on transmission line when the thunder cloud located above 
the transmission line. In Figure 1.1.a, the distribution of negative and positive charges of the 
charged thunder cloud is depicted with different temperature values. In the base of the thunder 
cloud, the negative charges center is at temperature -5 οC and located in the lower part of the 
cloud. At higher elevation, there is a positive charging center with temperature less than -20 οC. 
In the circumstances of many neighbor storm clouds, there are generated positive charges in a 
small region at the cloud base as depicted in Figure 1.1.a [5]. This small region temperature is 
around 0 οC.  
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a. Induced charges with different temperature.    
              
 
b. Induced charges indicating the calculation of the potential. 
Figure 1.1 Induced charges on transmission line [5]. 
 
 
   Figure 1.1.b shows the induced charge in the line through the down coming leader charge. 
These induced charges travel along the line with approximately the light velocity when the 
cloud is discharged. Otherwise, the induced charges remain at their positions without any 
traveling. The travelling of the induced charges along the line generates voltage surge in both 
sides of the line. This voltage is dependent on the lightning stroke location where it can be 
evaluated using the form:  
C
q
CC
CEei =+−= 21
2.  (1.1) 
where E is the peak value of the voltage waves on the line, C1 is the capacitance between 
the cloud and the line, C2 is the capacitance between the line and the ground, q is the bound 
charge per unit length of the line, C is the capacitance per unit length of the line. 
 
   The induced overvoltage process can be simply interpreted considering principles of 
electrostatic induction and electromagnetic induction [6]. These principles are discussed below. 
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A. Electrostatic Induction 
 
   Figure 1.2 shows the electrostatic induction process. In Figure 1.2.a, the positive charges are 
electrostatistically induced on the line when the thunder cloud elevated above it with negative 
charges at its lower part. Discharging between clouds and ground or between clouds 
themselves cause disappearing of the negative charges in the lower part of the thunder cloud. 
Then, the overvoltage is generated on both direction of the line due to travelling of the line 
positive charges along the line as shown in Figure 1.2.b.   
 
B. Electromagnetic Induction 
  
   The dynamic process of the electromagnetic induction is shown in Figure 1.3. A magnetic 
field is generated by discharging the cloud to ground nearby the line. This generated magnetic 
field is due to the surge current associated with the discharging process. Considering such 
electromagnetic coupling, the overvoltage is induced and then travels over the line. 
 
a. Bound charges 
 
b. Discharge process  
Figure 1.2 Electrostatic induction processes [6]. 
 
 
Figure 1. 3 Electromagnetic induction processes [6]. 
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1.1.3 Lightning Channel  
 
   A streamer is generated from the thunder cloud to the ground when the electric field of the 
negative charges center reached 10 kV/cm. This streamer propagates with high velocity (one-
tenth the light speed). A second streamer is generated after the occurrence of first streamer 
taking the same path of the first one. Therefore, the ionized channel is propagated a little more. 
This process continued several times (stepped leader stroke), in each time, the ionized channel 
length is increased by 10 to 100 m. The sequence of the streamers elongation is shown in 
Figure 1.4. Finally, when the stepped leader becomes near to the earth in a range of 15 to 50 m, 
an electric field is generated with a sufficient value to produce an upward streamer crossing the 
gap. The stepped leader produces high neutralized current flowing through the ionized channel 
to neutralize the charge. This current is called return stroke current and its value is high where it 
can reach to 200 kA. However, its average is statistically evaluated 20 kA [5]. In Finland, this 
average statistic value is around 15 kA.   
 
 
 
Figure 1.4 Propagation of lightning channel [5]. 
 
1.2 Difference between Direct and Indirect Lightning Strokes 
  
   Either direct or indirect lightning strokes cause overvoltages and therefore outages of the 
transmission lines are possibly increased. In case of indirect strokes, the return stroke current in 
nearby lines generates electromagnetic field which produces lightning-induced overvoltage [7].  
 
1.2.1 Direct Stroke  
 
    Lightning direct stroke can be defined as the lightning stroke that directly hit any part of the 
electrical network. In most cases in power distribution lines, the insulation flashover is occurred 
although the return stroke current is small due to the high generated overvoltage which is very 
high comparing with the overhead distribution lines insulation level. For example, when the 
stroke current is 10 kA, the generated overvoltage can be 2000 kV [4]. Also, direct strokes 
cause faults in the high voltage lines due to the overvoltage and therefore flashover across the 
insulator strings [7,8].  
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1.2.2 Indirect Stroke  
 
   Indirect lightning stroke can be defined as the lightning stroke that does not directly hit any 
part of the electrical network; however, the induced overvoltage is generated and travelled over 
the network. This type of strokes is responsible for many of lightning outages of low insulation 
lines. Most of the flashes hitting near to the line produce overvoltages less than 300 kV [4].  
 
   Although the indirect strokes generate induced overvoltage with small amplitude comparing 
with generated overvoltage by direct stroke, they are frequently occurred affecting on the 
performance of overhead distribution lines. In the medium voltage distribution lines, indirect 
stroke is the main source of recorded faults as reported in [7,8]. 
 
 
1.3 Lightning Problems 
  
   As it is well-known, the lightning is coming from natural discharges and therefore generating 
overvoltages. However, these overvoltages can appear in different manners such as overhead 
line overvoltages and ground potential rises. These overvoltages are discussed in the following 
subsections. 
 
 1.3.1 Transmission Line Overvoltages  
 
   As aforementioned in section 1.1.2, the unmoved positive charges in the line are induced due 
to the presence of negative charges at the thunder cloud lower part. Then lightning discharge 
excited these positive charges on the line causing travelling of these charges along the line. 
Figure 1.5 shows different paths causing surges on the line. The overvoltage is generated in the 
line through three discharging paths as explained below in brief referring to Figure 1.5 [5].   
 
A. Induced Overvoltage due to Nearby Lightning Stroke 
  
   Path (1) is the discharging between the leader core and the earth. Such path is occurred 
rapidly. However, the discharging between the leader core and earth wire as well as the 
conductor are occurred by travelling wave action which takes very longer time developing a 
voltage across insulator string . 
 
B. Back-Flashover Mode 
  
   Path (2) is when the discharging is occurred between the leader core and the earth wire. In 
this case, there is voltage difference across the insulator, which is sufficient to cause back 
flashover from the tower back to the conductor. 
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Figure 1.5 Geometry of lightning leader stroke and transmission line [5]. 
 
 
 
C. Shielding Failure or Direct Stroke to the Phase Conductor. 
 
   Path (3) is when the discharging is occurred between the leader core and the phase conductor 
injecting discharge current to the phase conductor. Therefore, the voltage is generated across 
the insulator string. Also, there is discharging path from the leader core to the earth via the 
tower. 
 
1.3.2 Ground Potential Rise (GPR) 
 
   The ground potential rises due to flow of high current to the ground, which results from direct 
strokes to the building or to the rod allocated over the building. For example, there are two 
equipments as shown in Figure 1.6.a; one of them allocated close to lightning rod and the other 
one is far from the rod. When the lightning hits the lightning rod, there is potential rise at the 
first equipment. This potential rise travels over the cable to the second equipment [6]. On the 
other hand, if there is a building electrostatically charged as shown in Figure 1.6.b, these 
charges travel to earth when the discharging occurred between clouds or between cloud and 
ground. Therefore, there is a ground potential rise higher at one building than the other one. 
Such differences in ground potentials can produce surge travelling. 
 
   It is addressed in [9] that ground potential rise has been estimated under the assumption of 
uniformly flowing of the lightning current into the ground through a ground electrode or a tree 
as illustrated in Figure 1.7. The ground potential rise (GPR) at distance xx from the location of 
lightning stroke is given by the form: 
V(xx) =V(0)/xx (1.2) 
where V(xx) is the ground potential rise at distance xx and V(0) is the potential rise at the 
lightning striking point (xx = 0).   
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a. Lightning strikes a lightning rod.   
 
   
b. Electric charge on building directed to the ground. 
                                         Figure 1.6 Ground potential rise illustration [6]. 
 
 
Figure 1.7 A simplified model of lightning hit to ground associated with voltages in residence [9]. 
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   From the comparison point of view between the voltage of ground potential rise and the 
lightning-induced overvoltage, the difference between them concerning low voltage circuit can 
be studied concerning the peak value, the direction and the duration. The two overvoltage types 
have approximately the same peak value while they have opposite direction. The lightning- 
induced overvoltage duration is shorter than the voltage by ground potential rise. Since the 
voltage generated by the ground potential rise has longer duration than the induced overvoltage, 
the voltage of ground potential rise generates large energy where it is more dangerous for the 
home appliances [9].  
  
   The soil resistivity is an important factor affecting on the ground potential rise. Increasing soil 
resistivity increases the ground potential rise. Therefore, this factor cannot be ignored and 
another factor should be considered that electromagnetic field deformation radiated from the 
return stroke [9,10].  
 
1.4 Lightning-Induced Overvoltage on Power Lines 
 
   Indirect lightning-induced overvoltages on overhead lines are frequently occurred and they 
can cause damage to power systems, communication networks, electronic control and 
management systems. Therefore, indirect lightning estimation is very essential for the lightning 
protection design and insulation coordination of overhead lines. The powerful electromagnetic 
radiation occurs during the return stroke phase and then, the lightning-induced overvoltage is 
produced [11,12]. Higher voltages reaching up to few hundreds of kVs produce flashovers 
between the network conductor, in particularly, over the network insulator string. If the line 
terminal is protected by spark-gap, the overvoltages are discharged to the earth via spark-gap. 
Therefore, the protection relays can detect the spark-gap breakdown as short circuit although it 
is overvoltage protection. Accordingly, the corresponding breakers interrupt to isolate this 
recorded fault. This interruption scenario occurs because of spark-gap operation as it is 
evaluated in chapter 2. The magnitude and the shape of the induced overvoltage are dependent 
on lightning return stroke parameters of the ground, distance and relative position with respect 
to the transmission line and the line terminations [11,13,14]. The lightning-induced 
overvoltages can be evaluated considering the following two steps [15]: 
I.  Using lightning return stroke current where the electromagnetic field generated by the 
lightning return stroke current is calculated through employment of the return stroke current 
model. This model describes the lightning return stroke current as a function of height and 
time along over the channel.  
II. Using an appropriate coupling model to attain the interaction between the electromagnetic 
field, which calculated in the previous step, and the line conductor and therefore the 
overvoltage is calculated. 
 
1.4.1 Lightning Return Stroke Current Models 
 
   Lightning return stroke models are categorized into four classes. They are gas dynamic or 
physical models, electromagnetic models, distribution circuit or (RLC)d transmission line 
models and engineering models. For more information, deep discussions are reported in 
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[16,17]. The most frequent used models for computing the lightning return stroke current are 
the engineering models and therefore, they are discussed in the following subsections.  
 
1.4.2  Engineering Models 
 
   According to the principles of this model category, the lightning electromagnetic fields are 
expressed as a function in return-stroke current models. These models are such as [15]: 
 
A. Bruce-Golde (BG) Model  
 
   In this model, the current is in the form [18]: 
⎩⎨
⎧ ≤=
vtz
vtzti
tzi f´0
´),0(
)´,(  (1.3) 
where i(0,t) is the current at ground beneath the wave front of the upward-moving return stroke 
at time t, z´ represents any point along the lightning channel, v is the propagation speed of the 
return stroke wave front. The return stroke current propagating-upward by this model is 
depicted in Figure 1.8. The Bruce-Golde model is not physically recommended for the 
lightning stroke current where it is uncomfortable to have the Bruce-Golde model 
characteristics due to the discontinuity at the return stroke wave front.   
 
 
 
Observed waveform
Impacting point
vvt
Z´
io(t)
t
i(z´,t)
Observed waveform
 
Figure 1.8 Return stroke current propagating-upward by BG model [16, 19]. 
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Figure 1.9 Return stroke current propagating-upward according to the TL Model [16,19]. 
 
 
 
 
B. Transmission line (TL) Model  
 
   In this model, the current waveform at the ground is assumed propagated upward at a 
constant speed without any distortion or attenuation. Based on this model, the current is in the 
form [20]: 
 
⎩⎨
⎧ ≤−=
vtz
vtzvzti
tzi f´0
´)´/,0(
)´,(  (1.4) 
   In this model, the charge transfers from the bottom of the channel to the top without any 
removal of net charge from the channel [16,21]. The return stroke current propagating-upward 
according to the transmission line model is shown in Figure 1.9. 
 
C. Master, Uman, Lin and Standler (MULS) Model  
 
   This model was introduced in [22] and then modified in [23]. During the lightning return 
stroke current process, there are three different types of current. These types are: 
 
1. A uniform current (Iu ) presents a leader current feeding from a thunder cloud at a fixed 
height H using the close electric field Eclose (r equal to 1upto10 km) as reported in [22]. 
This current can be written in the form: 
dt
trdE
H
rHI closeu
),()(2 2/3220 += πε  (1.5) 
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2. A breakdown pulse current (ip) describes the combination between the current upward 
propagating pulse and the upward propagating electrical breakdown at the return-stroke 
wave front. It is in the form [24]: 
⎩⎨
⎧ ≤−−=
vtz
vtzzvzti
tzi ppp f´0
´)´/exp()´/,0(
)´,(
λ
 (1.6)                              
      where λp is the decay constant of the breakdown pulse current. 
3. A corona current ic is estimated considering radial opposite movement of the charge 
initially stored in the corona sheath around the leader channel. This current due to the 
corona source at altitude z´´ is in the form: 
[ ] [ ]⎩⎨
⎧
−−−−−×
≤=
´}´)(exp´)({exp)´´/exp(
´0
)´´,(
0 ttdzttttzI
tt
tzdi
c
cs fβαλ  (1.7)         
where I0, a and β are parameters determining the assumed double exponential shape of the 
single corona source, λc is the decay constant, t´=z´´/v + ton, and ton is the zero to peak time 
of the breakdown pulse current. The drawbacks of this model are its mathematical 
complexity as well as the absence of channel base current from its original formulation. 
 
D. Travelling Current Source (TCS) Model 
  
   This model assume that the current source propagate from ground to cloud at speed v and at 
height  z´. More assumption is that the current is injected and propagated with the light speed c 
down the channel. This model current is in the form [25]: 
⎩⎨
⎧ ≤+=
vtz
vtzczti
tzi f´0
´)´/,0(
)´,(  (1.8) 
   The Bruce-Golde model can be deduced from the travelling current source model when the 
speed of the flowing current to ground is an infinite. 
 
E.  Modified Transmission Line (MTL) Model  
 
   In this model, the lightning current intensity is in the form [26]: 
⎩⎨
⎧ ≤−−=
vtz
vtzzvzti
tzi f´0
´)´/exp()´/(
)´,(
λ
 (1.9) 
where v is the return stroke velocity and λ is the decaying constant. The removal of the net 
charge from the leader channel can be occurred considering a good agreement with 
experimental results.  
 
F. Modified Transmission Line with Exponentially Decay (MTLE) Model 
 
   The corona current of this model can be described as a modified transmission line model 
current moving upward with exponentially decaying as in the form [27]: 
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⎩⎨
⎧ ≤−−=
vtz
vtzzvzti
tzi ccc f´0
´)´/exp()´/(
)´,(
λ
 (1.10) 
where λc is the decay constant.  
 
G. Modified Transmission Line with Linear Current Decay (MTLL) Model 
 
   In this model, another modification of the transmission line model has been added where the 
current pulse decreases linearly while propagating up the channel. The current intensity can be 
expressed mathematically by the form [16, 28]: 
⎩⎨
⎧ ≤−−=
vtz
vtzHzvzti
tzi f´0
´)´/1()´/,0(
)´,(  (1.11) 
 
 where H is the total channel height. 
 
H. Diendorfer-Uman (DU) Model  
 
   This model assumes that there are two independent processes for leader discharging; these 
processes are [29]: 
1. Discharge the core of the leader channel which is highly ionized with very small time 
constant (1µs or less). 
2. Discharge the corona envelope with a larger time constant (some of ms). 
 
   Therefore, the current at the ground can be expressed as a summation of the breakdown 
current and the corona current as given by: 
i(z´,t) = ibd(0,tm)-ibd(0,z´/v*)exp(-te/τbd)+ic(0,tm)-ic(0,t+z´/v*)exp(-te/τc)   (1.12) 
where tm = t+z´/c, v* = 1/(1/v+1/c), te = (t-z´/v) and i(0,t) = ibd(0,t)+ic(0,t) 
 
 
I. Generalization of the Engineering Models  
 
   The generalized current equation has been introduced by Rakov [16,30]. It is in the form: 
i(z ', t)= g( t − z '/ v*)P(z ')i(0, t − z '/ v*) (1.13) 
 
where g is the Heaviside function equal to unity for t ≥ z'/v and zero otherwise, v*  is the current 
wave propagation speed and P(z') is the height dependent current attenuation factor. Generally, 
this model is mathematically more proper and furthermore the Heaviside function g can 
enhance the field estimations. 
   The field, at very early times of lightning discharge occurrence, is not accurately modeled 
using all of the above models because all of them ignore the attachment process of the lightning 
discharge. Therefore, further experimental data are required to overcome such a drawback. 
Also, further theoretical and experimental activities are needed to include the presence of an 
elevated strike object at ground level or to include the channel bent in the models [16]. From 
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the above illustration, other simple and reliable models are required to compensate the 
shortcomings. This comment provides evidence to continue to discuss models such as the 
coupling models summarized in the following subsection.   
 
1.4.3  Coupling Models 
 
   Electromagnetic fields are generated by the lightning current stroke. These fields can destroy 
the electrical network [31]. The coupling between the stroke and the lines are achieved using 
various models concerning field to line coupling. These models will be briefly described 
assuming that the conductors are located above a perfectly conducting ground and considering 
the geometry presented in Figure 1.10 [14].    
 
 
 
RLR0 
x0 L 
x 
Ezi 
ExiEyi
z 
x+dx
y 
 
Figure 1.10 Geometry used for the calculation of overvoltages induced on an overhead power line by an indirect 
lightning return stroke (a lossless single-conductor overhead line parallel to the x-axis and contained in the xz plane 
terminated to two resistances R0 and RL [14]. 
 
 
 
A. Rusck Model  
 
   The transmission lines equations associated with the Rusck model were derived relating the 
total electric field on the conductor surface to the scalar and vector potentials. The 
corresponding transmission line coupling equations derivative by Rusck are listed in the 
following forms [14,32]: 
0),(´.),( =∂
∂+∂
∂
t
txiL
x
txφ  (1.14) 
t
txC
t
txC
x
txi i
∂
∂=∂
∂+∂
∂ ),(´.),(´),( φφ
 
(1.15) 
 
where φ  is the total induced scalar potential in the line due to the scalar potential (φ i) of the 
incident field,  i(x,t) is the total line current and L´ and C´ are the corresponding line inductance 
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and line capacitance per unit length, respectively. The total induced voltage u(x,t) on the line is 
given by: 
dz
t
tzxAtxtxu
h i
z .),,(),(),(
0
∫ ∂∂+= φ  (1.16) 
where h is the height of the conductor and izA is the vertical component of the incident vector 
potential. Therefore, the boundary conditions for the transmission corresponding to equations 
(1.14) and (1.15) are: 
∫ ∂∂−−=
h i
z dz
t
tzAtiRt
0
0 .
),,0(),0(.),0(φ  (1.17) 
∫ ∂∂−=
h i
z
L dzt
tzlAtLiRtL
0
.),,(),(.),(φ  (1.18) 
 
    From the abovementioned coupling line equations, the forcing functions are the scalar 
potential of the incident field and the vertical component of the incident vector potential at the 
line terminations. In other words, the line is excited by the scalar potential of the incident field 
which generates a vertical component of the electric field [33]. The peak induced overvoltage 
in a power line closest to the lightning strike has been estimated by Rusck using a simplified 
equation depending on stroke location and amplitude as reported in [34,4]. The corresponding 
form is:  
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛−
+=
2
00
max
2
11
1
2
11
c
vc
v
d
hIZU  (1.19) 
where Z0 is the characteristic impedance ( 00 /)4/(1 εμπ ), I0 is the lightning peak current and 
d is the closest distance between the lightning strike and the line. However, this equation (1.19) 
does not give a complete description of the lightning induced overvoltage where it provides 
only the peak value. Also, there are restrictions for applying this equation where it is only 
applied under perfect ground conductivity and perpendicular lightning channel to the ground. 
Figure 1.11 depicts the transmission line representation of the Rusk model. 
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Figure 1.11 Transmission line coupling circuit associated with Rusck model. 
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   The model (1.19) can be simplified by substituting the value of Z0 by 30 Ω where the speed 
of the measured lightning return stroke for natural lightning varies between 0.29×108 m/s and 
2.4×108  m/s as addressed in [35]. By assuming the return-stroke velocity is 1.2×108 m/s, the 
model takes the form: 
[ ]kV
d
hIU 0max 8.38=  (1.20) 
   As aforementioned, the shortcoming of this model is that it provides no information regarding 
the front and decay times of lightning-induced overvoltages [31].  
 
B. Taylor et al. Model  
 
   Another model derived in terms of the distributed voltage and current sources was presented 
by Taylor et al. [36,37]. Transmission line equations have been proposed in terms of total line 
voltage and line currents as in the form: 
∫∂∂−=∂∂+∂∂
h
i
y dztzxBtt
txiL
x
txu
0
).,,(),(´.),(  (1.21) 
∫∂∂−=∂∂+∂∂
h
i
z dztzxEt
C
t
txuC
x
txi
0
).,,(´.),(´.),(  (1.22)    
The boundary conditions can be expressed as: 
u(0,t) = -R0 I(0) (1.23) 
u(L,t) = -RL I(L) (1.24) 
 
   In this case two forcing sources (functions) are used. These functions are the exciting vertical 
electric field (Bzi) and the exciting transverse magnetic induction (Byi), unlike Rusk model. The 
corresponding transmission line representation associated with the Taylor et al. model is 
presented in Figure 1.12 by distributed parallel current source and distributed series voltage 
source. The interaction between nuclear electromagnetic pulse (NEMP) and transmission lines 
has been described by the Taylor formulation [36,38]. 
 
 ∫∂∂−
h
i
y dztzxBt 0
).,,(
-  +
L`dx 
C`dx ∫∂∂−
h
i
z dztzxEt
C
0
).,,(´.R0 RLu(x,t) 
u(0 ,t) u(L,t)u(x+dx,t) 
i(x,t) i(x+dx,t)
 
Figure 1.12. Transmission line coupling circuit associated with Taylor, Satterwhite and Harrison model. 
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C. Agrawal et al. Model 
 
   In this model, scattered voltage is used to describe the transmission line equations. In this case 
Maxwell's equations have been integrated along the integration path defined in Figure 1.10, and 
are expressed in terms of scattered voltage as in the form [14,38,39]: 
),,(),('),( thxE
t
txiL
x
txu i
x
s
=∂
∂+∂
∂  (1.25) 
0),('),( =∂
∂+∂
∂
t
txuC
x
txi s  (1.26) 
where ),,( thxEix is the horizontal component of the incident electric field along the x axis at the 
conductor's height. us(x,t) is the scattered voltage where it is defined by the form: 
∫−=
h
s
z
s dztzxEtxu
0
),,(),(  (1.27)   
where ),,( tzxEsz is the vertical component of the scattered electric field. 
 
   The total line voltage u(x,t) can be expressed in terms of scattered voltage as in the following 
form: 
u(x,t) = us(x,t) + ui(x,t) (1.28) 
 
   Therefore, the total voltage at a given point along the line is the summation of the scattered 
voltage coming from the solution of (1.25) and (1.26) and the incident voltage which is defined 
by: 
∫−=
h
i
z
i dztzxEtxu
0
),,(),(  (1.29) 
where h is the height of the conductor and ),,( tzxEiz  is the incident vertical electric field. 
 
   The scattered voltage boundary conditions are: 
us(0,t) = -R0i(0,t) - ui(0,t) (1.30)   
us(L,t) = RLi(L,t) - ui(L,t) (1.31)  
     
It can be concluded that the horizontal incident electric field ixE  along the line and the vertical 
incident electric field izE at the line terminations generates the scattered voltage. The equivalent 
coupling circuit according to the Agrawal model is shown in Figure 1.13 where there are 
distributed voltage sources and two voltage sources at the line terminations. These terminated 
voltage sources are called risers. 
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Figure 1.13 Transmission line coupling circuit associated with Agrawal et al. model.  
 
 
D. Rachidi Model  
 
   It is addressed in [40] the formulation of the field to transmission line coupling equations 
derived by Rachidi. In Rachidi model, the magnetic excitation field is the main core for its 
derivation. This model is equivalent to models such as the Agrawal et al. and the taylor et al. 
The corresponding transmission line equations based on Rachidi coupling model are in the 
form [36,40]: 
0),(´),( =∂
∂+∂
∂
t
txiL
x
txu s  (1.32) 
∫ ∂∂=∂∂+∂∂
h i
x
s
dz
y
tzxB
Lt
txuC
x
txi
0
.),,(
´
1),(´),(  (1.33) 
 
   The total current in the line at point x and at the corresponding time t can be expressed in 
terms of the total scattered current as in: 
∫−=
h
i
y
s dztzxB
L
txitxi
0
).,,(
´
1),(),(  (1.34) 
   The boundary conditions at the line terminations are: 
∫+−=
h
i
y
s dztzB
LR
tuti
00
).,,0(
´
1),0(),0(  (1.35) 
∫+−=
h
i
y
L
s dztzlB
LR
tLutLi
0
).,,(
´
1),(),(  (1.36) 
   Field to transmission line coupling can be evaluated from the magnetic field components. 
Generally, the measurement of the magnetic fields is much easier than the measurement of the 
electric fields. Therefore, this model is more interesting because the magnetic field is only 
measured and used in the model [40]. Figure 1.14 shows the transmission line representation of 
the Rachidi model. 
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Figure 1. 14 Transmission line coupling circuit associated with Rachidi model. 
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Figure 1.15 Transmission line coupling circuit associated with Chowdhuri - Gross model. 
     
    
 
E. Chowdhuri Model  
 
   The transmission line equations presented by Chowdhuri and Gross [41] are similar to those 
of the Rusck model [32]. However, the total line voltage and incident inducing voltages are 
used in the model instead of total line voltage and incident scalar potentials [14,42]. The 
Chowdhuri transmission line equations are in the form: 
0),(´),( =∂
∂+∂
∂
t
txiL
x
txu  (1.37) 
∫∂∂−=∂∂+∂∂
h
i
z dztzxEt
C
t
txuC
x
txi
0
).,,(´.),(´),(  (1.38) 
where izE is the vertical component of incident electric field. The boundary conditions for the 
above set of equations are: 
 
u(0,t)=-R0.i(0,t) (1.39) 
u(L,t)=RL.i(l,t) (1.40) 
 
   The equivalent transmission line representation based on Chowdhuri coupling model is 
shown in Figure 1.15. 
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   In the aforementioned coupling models, there are two models found superior and they are 
frequently used to estimate the lightning-induced overvoltages in power lines. They are Rusck 
model [32] and Agrawal et al. model [38]. Therefore, a comparison has been carried out 
between them as reported in [33]. This comparison showed that the Rusck model neglects the 
vector potential contribution and use only the portion of the horizontal electric field which 
causing it to be source dependent. Therefore, Rusck model can give accurate results, although it 
is incomplete computing lightning parameters. This accuracy is achieved with neglecting the 
contribution from the vector potential. Using single phase transmission line in [43], the 
lightning-induced overvoltage resulting from Rusk model has been evaluated with both the 
experimental measurements reported in [44] and the computed maximum induced overvoltage 
using Agrawal coupling model presented in [45]. 
 
   These aforementioned models are still in the research because there are shortages as channel 
branches, lightning current attachment processes and relevant effects on the radiated 
electromagnetic field are still not taken into considerations [36]. In this work, lightning-induced 
overvoltage is evaluated by the simplified Rusck formula due to its simplicity and it produces 
good accuracy only for low values of soil resistivity. Therefore, it can be reliable under this 
condition as reported in [4]. 
 
 
1.5 Lightning Experiments  
 
   It is traditionally to experimentally accomplish lightning tests using impulse generators. 
However, there are limitations of the source ratings in such experiments and therefore they 
cannot be sufficient for heavily injecting of the experimental prototyped lightning current. Due 
to such experimental sophistications in accomplishing the lightning testing, artificial triggering 
of natural lightning strikes has been carried out in open field area exploiting network 
established. The lightning stroke point is controlled with exploiting the natural clouds. The 
striking point is controlled by launching a small rocket earthed by thin wires when the rocket is 
released and move with speed 200 m/s towards a charged cloud [46]. The consequences, when 
the rocket is at about height about 200 to 300 m, are that the field enhancement near the rocket 
tip launches a positively charged leader that propagates upward toward the cloud. Therefore, 
the trailing wire is vaporized and initial continuous current of the order of several hundred 
amperes is started. Consequently, negative charge moved from the cloud charge source to the 
designated point. The other lightning initiation approach is the ungrounded wire technique 
where the triggering wire not attached to the ground.  
   The Camp Blanding lightning triggering site, called the International Center for Lightning 
Research and Testing (ICLRT), occupies a flat, open field since 1994 and operated under an 
agreement between the University of Florida and the Camp Blanding Florida Army National 
Guard Base. The site is extended to include a 0.8 km test underground power cable, a 0.7 km 
test overhead power line. 
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1.6 Factors Affecting on Lightning-Induced Overvoltage 
 
A. Multi-Conductor 
 
   The induced overvoltages due to nearby strokes are affected by the multi-conductor tower 
structure. This effect significantly depends on the line configuration where it becomes more 
extensive for vertical line configuration. However, in the horizontal line configuration, it 
depends on the distance of the strike point with respect to separation distances between the 
conductors [42]. The induced overvoltages on one conductor in a multi-conductor line are 
reduced by the effect of the other conductors. This reduction could be between 15 or 40% 
lower than those corresponding to a single line. Other study found that, due to the presence of 
multi-conductor, the induced overvoltage is reduced by 15 to 25% on each conductor 
comparing with single conductor [36,47]. Increasing the number of conductors increases the 
reduction of the induced overvoltage reaching to the highest reduction at the line end [48]. As 
the number of conductors is increased, a mutual shielding comes into effect, thereby reducing 
the induced overvoltage. However, this effect is nullified for the induced overvoltage at the 
location perpendicular to the lightning stroke [49]. 
 
B. Ground Wire/Shield Wire 
 
   The induced overvoltage is reduced when ground wires are used. This reduction depends on 
the position of the ground wire with respect to the phase conductors or ungrounded conductors 
[42]. Shield wires help in reducing the magnitude of induced overvoltages by a factor of about 
20 to 40 % as addressed in [12,32,47,50]. The effectiveness of shielding wires is mostly 
affected by the spacing between two adjacent grounding points [51]. 
 
C. Ground Conductivity 
 
   The magnitude of the induced overvoltage in case of finite ground conductivity is function in 
the calculation point along the line. The induced overvoltage is increased at the midpoint of the 
line while it decreased at the line termination [49]. For lower conductor’s heights (less than 10 
m), the finite ground conductivity has a significant effect on the induced overvoltage 
magnitudes as well as its wave shape. Increasing the ground conductivity contributes to 
decrease the induced overvoltage [48,53]. However, for higher conductors, the finite ground 
conductivity has no effect on induced overvoltage [52]. Under finite ground conductivity 
assumption, the induced overvoltage at the midpoint of the line is increased while it is 
decreased at the line terminations. More information can be found in [54]. 
 
D. Lightning Strike Point 
 
   The induced overvoltage magnitude is decreased with increasing the incident angle. For 
striking point far away from the line, the induced overvoltage magnitude is decreased [48]. For 
the same return stroke parameters and assuming a perfectly conducting ground, the induced 
overvoltage at a given point along the line can be approximately assumed to decrease inversely 
proportional to the distance [10]. The delay time also increases with an increase in the distance 
as addressed in [53]. 
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E. Transmission Line Height 
 
   The influence of the transmission line height is on the induced overvoltage amplitude and 
front steepness where they are increased with increasing the height of the line [53]. The induced 
overvoltage magnitude is nearly proportional to the line height for a perfectly conducting 
ground [36,47,55]. In case of perfectly ground conductivity, there is a nearly proportional 
between the magnitude of the induced overvoltage and the height of the line. However, in case 
of finite ground conductivity, the induced overvoltage increases as a function of the ground 
conductivity, the position of the stroke location and also the observation point along the line.   
 
F. Transmission Line Length 
 
   The coupling between the lightning electromagnetic impulse (LEMP) and the transmission 
line can be neglected for the line length more than 2 km. The maximum value of the voltage 
amplitude remains constant with the line length for the lossless line. While, the maximum value 
of the voltage amplitude decreased clearly then slightly in case of small conducting ground 
[36,56]. 
 
G. Corona 
 
   The induced overvoltage affected by corona depends on the type of the lightning stroke 
(direct or indirect strokes). The induced overvoltage amplitude increased in case of indirect 
stroke. However, it decreased in case of direct stroke. The increasing of the induced 
overvoltage can be explained as the line capacitance is increased by corona. Therefore, the 
lightning-induced overvoltage propagation speed is decreased and it increases the total induced 
overvoltage. Generally, the corona has an effect on the induced overvoltage as significant as the 
finite ground conductivity. However, in case of direct stroke, the corona affects more on the 
induced overvoltage than the finite ground conductivity. In addition to, at the presence of 
corona, the induced overvoltage rise time is increased while its front steepness is decreased 
[57]. Corona affects on the mutual coupling between conductors where the induced overvoltage 
amplitude is increased in the most exposed conductors. However, it is decreased in the less 
exposed lines. In case of mutual coupling between lines, the corona should be taken into 
consideration [58].  
 
       
H. Lightning Parameters 
 
1. Front time  
 
   The induced overvoltages amplitude decreases when the lightning front time increases 
[48,59], having greater effect on the middle of the line. Generally, the induced overvoltage is 
inversely proportional with the front time. The other important parameter in the induced 
overvoltages is its front time that is proportional to the lightning front time [48]. 
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2. Decay time 
 
   It doesn’t affect the induced overvoltages where it is just observed a small variation on the 
induced overvoltage amplitude when the decay time is varied and the front time is lower than 1 
µs [24]. The variation of time to half-value of the return stroke current has little effect upon the 
induced overvoltage amplitude [59]. 
 
3. Amplitude Current 
 
   It is common sense that the induced overvoltage is proportional to the current amplitude 
along the whole line without any affect from other parameters. However, the current amplitude 
has no impact on the induced overvoltage front time [48,59].  
 
4. Return stroke velocity 
 
   The return stroke velocity affects on induced overvoltage magnitude, front time and decay 
time. Its influence is different along the line and depends on lightning strike location and 
ground conductivity. Greater variations of induced overvoltage magnitude could be observed at 
the end of the line when the ground conductivity is low [48]. The return stroke velocity affects 
on the induced overvoltage amplitude as well as on its wave shape, in particular on its front 
steepness. The induced overvoltage amplitude is decreased and its wave shape front steepness 
is increased by increasing the return stroke velocity [59]. The induced overvoltage peak is 
approximately proportional to the return stroke velocity for faraway stroke locations. However 
the induced overvoltages at these distances are not high. For near stroke locations, the return 
stroke velocity has no effect on the induced overvoltage [36,55,60].  
 
 
1.7 Research Motivation 
 
   In different parts of Uusimaa in Southern Finland on Wednesday, the 22nd of August, 
2007, about 18,000 households in the east of Helsinki and 20,000 homes in the southeast of 
Espoo were without electricity and furthermore broadcasting companies were influenced 
[61]. The disturbance source was powerful thunderstorm causing electrical blackouts. This 
provides evidence of necessary to do more research for better protection of the customers 
from lightning overvoltage spikes. 
 
   As the Finnish distribution networks are frequently subject to lightning-induced overvoltages, 
small distribution transformers (< 200 kVA) are traditionally protected with spark-gaps, and 
bigger ones with surge arresters. Appendix A shows the average ground flash density (GFD) 
per 100 km2 in Finland from 1998-2008 collected on thunderstorm days [62]. The protected 
equipment by spark-gap should withstand the deep front lightning voltages and chopping due 
spark-gap breakdown.  
 
    Lightning overvoltages in distribution networks often cause igniting of all the spark-gaps of 
the three phases, which contribute to record three phase short-circuit by digital relays (usually 
with ground connection) and hence to reclosing operations in order to reconnect the feeder. In 
addition, voltage dip occurs during spark-gap breakdowns in all the feeders connected to the 
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same busbar in the substation. The deepness of the dip depends on the position of the sparking 
gaps because their position affecting on the short circuit current value. The other factor is the 
weakness of the network feeding the busbar or in other words the busbar short circuit 
impedance.  
 
   In Finland, many utilities have been planned to replace the spark-gaps with current limiting 
arresters (CLAs). This replacement can improve the equipment protection level in addition to 
decrease the amount of short interruptions and voltage dips which result from spark-gap 
operation [63]. Regarding this installation, there are two types of protection strategy. The first 
type is called the full protection strategy, which aims to protect all small transformers (less than 
200 kVA) with current limiting arresters and large transformers with surge arresters. The 
second type is called partial protection strategy, which aims to protect all small transformers 
with current limiting arresters and large transformers with surge arresters up to certain distance 
from the substation. This distance depends on the minimum residual voltage during a three-
phase short circuit. The traditional strategy is used in this case to protect the rest of the line. 
Using the partial strategy, the occurrence of the voltage dip can be prevented. However, 
Distribution transformers have traditionally been protected, and a major part is still protected, 
using protective spark-gaps [64]. 
   
   When a MV spark-gap operates in order to dissipate the induced overvoltage, a steep voltage 
change is occurring, which creates a voltage spike transferred through the transformer to the 
low voltage side. However, there is usually no protection against this kind of overvoltages in 
low voltage networks as it is generated from a protection device. Therefore, it is worth to study 
the spark-gap characteristics and its impact on the induced overvoltages at the customer 
entrance.  
 
   From the literature point of view, the spark-gap characteristics have been described when it is 
only subject to surges but in the reality the surges are combined with ac voltages. So, this 
dissertation introduces a probabilistic model for spark-gap characteristics suitable for combined 
waveforms. However, there is an ac phase shift of 120ο between phases and lightning-induced 
overvoltages which induced equally in phases. This circumstance provides an instantaneous 
different voltage value of each phase. Therefore, probability of spark-gap operation of each 
phase is different. This motivates to modify the introduced model in order to take into account 
the ac phase shift in the three phases and therefore, to introduce the probability of single-phase, 
two-phase and three-phase spark gap operation. 
 
   As there is a probability of spark-gaps to be ignited and therefore discharge the overvoltage, 
there is a probability of induced overvoltage transferring over the distribution transformer to the 
secondary side due to the voltage waveform chopping. Therefore, these overvoltages can reach 
to the customer socket. In order to study how to protect against these overvoltages, the 
distribution transformers are to be accurately modeled in the high frequency domain. This high 
frequency transformer model is suitable to study the transformer under overvoltage transients 
due to lightning, switching and voltage waveform chopping. This transformer model provides 
an opportunity to evaluate the overvoltages at the customer entrance. Therefore, suitable 
protection system can be designed to prevent arrivals of overvoltages at appliances connected at 
the customer sockets.  
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1.8 Dissertation Objective 
 
   The mentioned motivations in previous section provide evidence of the work objectives. 
These objectives can be divided into two categories. The first one is to model spark-gap 
characteristics for combined waveforms of lightning overvoltage and ac voltage. Therefore, the 
probability of single-phase, two-phase and three-phase spark-gap operation is computed. The 
second one is to model the distribution transformer in the high frequency domain where this 
model helps to evaluate the transmitted overvoltages from the primary to the secondary side of 
the transformer. Then, an appropriate overvoltage protection device can be installed in low 
voltage networks to prevent the overvoltages. These two objectives are briefly described as 
follows. 
  
   The Gaussian distribution function is used as recommended in the IEC 60060-1 standard to 
model the breakdown probability of MV spark-gaps. The function is modified and introduced 
for the first time to predict the breakdown probability under impulse voltage superimposed on 
ac voltage. Experiments are used to investigate the proposed probabilistic model accuracy. The 
proposed model is used to evaluate single-phase, two-phase and three-phase spark-gap 
breakdown probabilities under lightning-induced overvoltage. This is then combined with the 
probability density function of the induced overvoltage in order to estimate the fault types due 
to lightning-induced overvoltage in MV networks. 
 
   Also, a very simple transformer model for unloaded as well as loaded conditions is presented 
to study the performance of the distribution transformer under lightning strokes. The 
transformer frequency response using experimental measurements is investigated in order to 
find the model parameters. The experimental setup is accomplished to measure the transient 
features due to impulse signals. The proposed model is verified concerning two practical 
distribution transformers. The proposed model is competitive to the Piantini model as it is 
presented in a simple way. Furthermore it is more accurate as two resonance frequencies are 
considered in computing the transformer model parameters. 
 
   Then, this accurate model with a simple high frequency circuit for transformer is used to 
study the response of the low voltage network due to both lightning-induced overvoltages in 
MV networks and the flashover of MV spark-gap connected at the primary terminal of the 
distribution transformer. Concerning these two different scenarios of induced overvoltages, the 
effect of the low voltage network configuration, number of overhead cables, lengths, load and 
types is investigated concerning the peak voltage profile along the feeder. Finally, the lightning 
protection for low voltage distribution network is suggested. The surge arrester operation is 
evaluated by comparing the dissipated energy in the two scenarios. It is found that the MV 
sparkgap operations provide higher induced overvoltages which are sever to the customers and 
their protection should be installed even if the network is underground cables.  
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1.9 Dissertation Outline 
 
   The dissertation consists of six chapters. The first chapter is the current one which is an 
Introduction. The second chapter introduces a probabilistic model for MV spark-gap 
characteristics concerning lightning-induced overvoltage superimposed on AC voltage. The 
model is verified using experimental statistical for the spark-gap flashovers. The third chapter 
investigates a proposed high frequency transformer model. The model accuracy is 
experimentally evaluated in time and frequency domains concerning the impulse waveform 
chopping due to spark-gap operation. In the fourth chapter, the surge arrester is modeled for LV 
network protection where the model accuracy is ascertained using surge arrester data sheet. The 
fifth chapter investigates lightning-induced overvoltages transmitted to customer side under 
spark-gap operation. Consequently, the mitigation is discussed using the surge arrester modeled 
in the fourth chapter. The last chapter is the conclusions.  
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2- Probabilistic Model for MV Spark-Gap Characteristics with 
Lightning-Induced Overvoltage Superimposed on AC Voltage 
 
   As one of the main objectives of this thesis is to study the overvoltages transferred to the 
low voltage network due to voltage collapse caused by the MV spark-gap operation, this 
chapter introduces the breakdown probability model of MV spark-gap when it is subjected 
to impulse voltage superimposed on the AC voltage. Then, the performance of MV 
overhead lines above a perfectly conducting ground under lightning-induced voltages using 
a statistical approach is evaluated. 
 
   The normal distribution is of fundamental importance in many statistical estimates and 
tests. In high voltage engineering, the processes of breakdown in air, flashover over 
insulators and other insulation arrangement are randomly occurred. The normal distribution 
is commonly used in such statistical applications of high voltage engineering due to its 
easiest handled by an engineer [65]. 
 
   Another random behavior point of view is that applying voltage stress to the insulation 
individually as well as collectively and then measuring the random performance of 
insulation breakdown or withstand. Generally, the parameters describing the insulation 
characteristics are handled using statistical approaches [66]. From this point of view, the 
breakdown probability of the spark-gap is very important to study. The random nature of 
the appearance of breakdown can be modeled by considering a large number of stress 
applications where the probability of breakdown represents one of the insulation conditions 
[67]. Also, the breakdown probability is used for the coordination of spark-gaps with zinc-
oxide arresters [68]. More declaration regarding the probability can be found in [69-74] and 
it is summarized in Appendix B. 
  
2.1 Statistical Point of View of Overhead Lines under Lightning Strokes  
 
   Lightning is one of the major causes for outages in electric distribution and transmission 
networks. This lightning is random phenomena. Therefore, many statistical studies have 
been carried out on line performance under lightning [75-79]. In order to carry out such 
studies, instrumentation has been developed to differentiate between outages caused by 
lightning and those caused by other phenomena [75]. The lightning caused operation as 
well as non-lightning caused operation of the circuit breaker operations have been 
categorized by the coincident lightning events detector (CLED). A block diagram 
describing this process is shown in Figure 2.1. The lightning faults for both direct and 
indirect lightning strokes were recorded by the coincident lightning events detector for the 
same time periods as the ground flash density (Ng). More details about relation between Ng 
and number of strikes in the distribution networks are addressed [80] and summarized in 
Appendix C. There are buildings, houses and tress nearby the distribution line which is 
shorter than them and in such cases, the shielding wire should be used. Therefore, 
Eriksson’s equation which is reported in [81] was modified to account for shielding from 
other nearby structures to modify the number of strokes to the line. 
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   Another study has been carried out in order to describe four-phase and five-phase 
grounding faults caused by the lightning on a 154 kV overhead transmission line [76]. 
Insulator voltages and currents flowing along the ground wire and the tower have been 
measured as shown in Figure 2.2. There are installed Current transformers CT1, CT2, CT3, 
and CT4, in which they are allocated as shown in the figure. The transformer CT1 is used to 
measure the lightning stroke currents flowing through the 1.2 m lightning rod. The 
transformers CT2 and CT3 are to measure the current in the ground wire. The transformer 
CT4 is a cluster of four transformers and it is used to measure the current flowing through 
the upper part of the tower. RC is the waveform digital memory device for measuring 
current. The voltage divider VD is the capacitance divider made of insulators. Also, the 
lightning strokes to the transmission line and flashovers between the arcing horns have 
been photographed and the fault phases at substations have been examined. However, 
measurements of current and voltage waveforms caused by natural lightning on the 
transmission lines is extremely difficult because in general there is only a very slight 
chance of lightning striking a tower where measuring equipment has been installed. 
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Figure 2.1 Instrumentation block diagram [75]. 
                                                  
a. Structure                                                             b. Arrangement of equipment 
Figure 2.2 Tower structure and arrangement of the equipment [76]. 
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   A study of the probability that a lightning flash detected by a lightning location system 
has been evaluated statistically [82]. An improved evaluation of the lightning performance 
of distribution lines overvoltages has been introduced based on the Monte Carlo method as 
reported in [77]. In this evaluation, the LIOV (Lightning-Induced Overvoltage) code has 
been used for the calculation of the lightning-induced overvoltages and Monte Carlo 
method has been used for the statistical evaluation of the line performance. Additional 
features have been added such as the steady-state voltage and the coupling factor changes 
between the line conductors and the ground at the location where flashovers take place. In 
this method, the lightning-induced overvoltage along a multi conductor line has been 
calculated as a function of lightning return-stroke channel-base current wave shape, return-
stroke velocity, line geometry, stroke location, ground resistivity, relative permittivity and 
termination impedance. 
 
   In [78], stochastic approaches towards the assessment of lightning performance of 
overhead lines have been introduced using a combination of systematic EMTP simulations 
and the probability distribution functions. Two types of stochastic lightning performance 
characteristics are considered. The aim of the first one is to produce the number of 
flashover probability of the insulator strings due to direct strokes. The second type is done 
in order to produce the probability of fault types resulting from lightning strokes. Finally, 
the probabilities of fault types can assess the lightning performance of different line 
configuration   
 
   A number of insulation failures in distribution networks caused by direct and indirect 
strokes have been statistically evaluated as addressed in [79]. The estimation of overhead 
line and substation insulation failure rate resulting from the lightning-induced overvoltages 
has been described as well as another issue is to study the reduction of the direct lightning 
strike flashover rate resulting from the shielding effect of the nearby objects. As shown in 
Figure 2.3, the variation of the lightning stroke location has been performed from the 
minimum distance Dmin, which is limiting the equivalent line attractive area, to the 
maximum distance Dmax where lightning discharge can still cause the insulation flashover. 
The overhead line conductor can be directly strike when the lightning strokes are closer 
than Dmin. On the other hand, the induced overvoltage is small to cause insulation failure 
when strokes are away from Dmax. The distance Dmax depends on the line basic insulation 
level (BIL). The analyses of the influence of the shielding effect by nearby objects have 
been performed. An estimation of flashover rate due to direct strokes has been analyzed 
taking into consideration the distance between the nearby object and the overhead line and 
the height of the object. The flashover rate of the medium voltage line is significantly 
reduced when they placed in the wood area comparing with the clear area due to shielding 
effect. 
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a. Limits in which the indirect lightning strike locations are varied. 
   
b. Maximum distance where the indirect lightning strikes can cause insulation flashover for various line 
insulation levels.  
Figure 2.3 Indirect lightning strike location range [79]. 
 
   The lightning performance of overhead distribution lines has been analyzed using a 
neural network in [83]. An artificial neural networks (ANNs) have been used to calculate 
lightning flashover rates of distribution lines, where the neural network architectures have 
been developed and trained to discriminate between strokes to the line and strokes to 
ground (with and without shielding wire) and to calculate the lightning overvoltage caused 
by each type of stroke using different algorithms. Therefore, the outputs of the model are 
the stroke type and the lightning induced overvoltage. The stroke type can be direct to 
phase conductor, nearby to ground with and without shielding wires and direct to shield 
wire. In this model, ANN has been trained using the calculated overvoltage produced from 
the lightning strokes which are randomly generated. The impact location (line or ground) 
has been deduced before induced overvoltage calculation. Finally, the lightning 
performance for any distribution line is duplicated using ANN. The model input variables 
are the return stroke velocity, the peak current, the height of the line and the closest 
distance from the stroke channel to the line with and without shielding wires. Furthermore, 
the shield wire height and the footing resistance for shield wire should be defined for the 
model. However, the validation of ANN performance depends on the range of the input 
data during the learning process.   
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   The surge arresters or spark-gaps have been used for overvoltage protection purposes in 
medium voltage networks. In these networks, the effective protection using the shield wire 
is insignificant due to the small clearance between the ground wire and the conductor which 
leads to strike the phase conductor as well [84,85]. Therefore, it is worth to study the spark-
gap breakdown characteristics. In practice, an impulse voltage does not exist alone in the 
field. Therefore, the impulse voltage should be superimposed on the AC voltage. Impulse 
breakdown superimposed on AC voltage has been combined in a study of several 
insulations [86-90]. However, none of these studies investigated the spark-gap breakdown 
probability model subjected to a combined waveform. 
 
2.2 Experimental Work 
 
2.2.1 Experimental Setup 
 
   Experiments were performed to determine the breakdown probability of an MV spark-
gap under different impulse voltage values as well as to measure the impact of the AC 
voltage. The experiments were carried out at the High Voltage Laboratory, Helsinki 
University of Technology (TKK), Finland. The instruments used were: 
 
1. Impulse voltage source, 
2. Voltage divider, 
3. Double spark-gap device (horn to horn type), 
4. Current limiting resistor, 
5. AC voltage source, 
6. Fast digitizing oscilloscope (DSO) captured voltage trace, 
7. PC with commercial software in order to interface the DSO with the PC for 
computerized data acquisition. 
  
   The experimental configuration is shown in Figure 2.4 and the corresponding equipment 
parameters are detailed in Appendix D. There were two considered setup configurations: 
the first configuration, shown in Figure 2.4a, was used to measure the spark-gap 
characteristics with impulse voltages only. The second configuration, shown in Figure 2.4b, 
was used to measure the spark-gap characteristics for combined voltages. In the second 
configuration, two sources, impulse and AC, were connected at the spark-gap terminals A 
and B, respectively. However, a small current limiting resistor was connected for safety 
reasons.  
   The distance between the two electrodes of the spark-gap was adjusted to 2 × 40 mm. The 
spark-gap configuration and its dimensions are specified in Appendix E. 
 
   All measurements reported here are for positive polarity impulses for which the 
breakdown voltage is lower than that of negative impulses for the gaps used. The tests were 
made during a period when the atmospheric pressure, temperature and humidity in the HV 
laboratory were very close to the standard values; hence correction factors had no impact. 
  
   For a statistical study, there are three test procedures [63,91]. They are summarized as 
follows. 
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Figure 2.4 Experimental setup configurations. 
    
A. Up-and-Down Tests. 
 
   Up-and down test starts the first shot using voltage (Uj) close to the expected flashover 
value. Then, step voltage change (ΔU) is considered where this change is either up or down 
with respect to the first chosen voltage. The up or down is depending on the measured 
performance of the spark-gap at the voltage Uj. For example, if there is a breakdown, the 
next shot is down which means apply voltage Uj - ΔU. Accordingly, the parameters U50 (50 
% probability) and U10 (10 % probability) can be extracted using these measured data 
where the probability of withstand are plotted against the voltage Uj.  Then U50 and U10 are 
directly obtained from the graph. As relatively few shots can help to find the model 
parameters, this test concept is frequently used by industry. However, it is not very accurate 
in determining standard deviation (σ). The U10 can be expressed as a function of U50 as in 
the form:  
 
U10 = 0.96 U50 (2.1) 
 
   More details on the up-and-down tests are addressed in [66]. 
 
B. The extended up-and-down method. 
 
   The concept of up-and-down is extended as following. A suitable number of impulses are 
applied at a certain voltage level to find the probability at this voltage level. If none causes 
discharge or the probability is less than 50%, the voltage is increased by a suitable step 
voltage change.  If the attained probability is greater than 50%, the voltage is reduced by 
suitable voltage change. The 50 % probability of discharge is given by the form: 
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0.5= 1-(1-p)n    (2.2)  
where n is a number of series shots would have 50 % probability of giving at least one 
flashover.  
 
C. Multiple-level tests. 
 
   The steps of multiple-level tests are as following: 
• At predefined voltage levels, a certain number of pulses (n) are applied on the spark-gap 
at each level,  
• At each voltage level, the number (x) of spark-gap operations is defined,  
• Draw fitted line on the plotted measured points of p(U) (xj/n) against U (kV), 
• At P(U)= 50 %, U50 is identified,   
• and σ is defined by σ = U50% - U16% . 
 
   This test method is generally preferred for researching and live-line testing. In this 
chapter, the multiple-level test concept is applied as it is the general testing method used to 
study breakdown probability.  
 
2.2.2 Impulse Voltage Tests 
 
   When the spark-gap was only subjected to the impulse voltage waveforms, the setup 
configuration shown in Figure 2.4a was considered. The impulse voltages were applied to 
terminal A of the spark-gap while terminal B was connected to the ground. The impulse 
voltages were varied from 81.66 kV to 116.31 kV. The front time 1.6 µs and tail time 50 µs 
were used in order to verify the proposed model. The corresponding breakdown probability 
of the spark-gap is summarized in Table 2.1. During the measurements, fourteen different 
values of impulse voltage were applied experimentally. Each impulse voltage value was 
applied about twenty times (or less), from which the breakdown probability can be 
calculated. This table is used to find the probabilistic model parameters discussed in 
subsection 2.3.1.  
 
Table 2.1 Breakdown probability for impulse voltage tests. 
U is the impulse voltage peak value, Nd is the number of times breakdown occurred, Nt is the total number of 
times of applied voltage and P = Nd / Nt  is the breakdown probability. 
U (kV) Nd Nt P (U)= Nd/Nt 
81.66 0 20 0 
81.73 0 10 0 
82.99 0 12 0 
84.78 3 20 0.15 
81.68 4 20 0.20 
85.69 6 20 0.30 
86.69 8 20 0.40 
86.92 10 20 0.50 
86.90 11 20 0.55 
89.04 16 20 0.8 
89.06 18 20 0.9 
90.54 20 20 1 
91.13 20 20 1 
116.31 20 20 1 
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2.2.3 Combined Voltage Tests 
 
    In order to study the impact of the AC voltage on the breakdown probability, the AC 
voltage source was added, as depicted in the setup configuration shown in Figure 2.4b. In 
this case, the experiment scenario is as follows:  
1. The voltage divider was connected at point A to measure the value of impulse voltages. 
2. Due to a shortage in the number of suitable voltage dividers, the connection of used one 
was moved from point A to point B, as shown in Figure 2.4b, and then the performance 
of the spark-gap breakdowns was captured through the oscilloscope.  
3. A small current limiting resistor of 50 kΩ was used. Figure 2.5 shows samples of 
captured signals measured at point B, where the impulse voltage is applied at 5 ms. If 
there is a spark-gap breakdown, the impulse voltage becomes superimposed on the AC 
voltage at an inception angle (θ), as the AC voltage value at the impulse instant is 
described by Um sin (θ) (Um is the applied AC peak value).  
4. The oscillation in the signals in Figure 2.5 comes from the resonance between the 
voltage divider capacitance and the transformer inductances. This oscillation can be 
eliminated by increasing the current limiting resistor to a very high value but in practice 
this is not a point of concern.  
5. Statistically, the considered impulse voltages were varied from 72 kV to 101 kV as 
summarized in Table 2.2, where the applied AC peak voltage was equal to 17.0 kV. 
Seven different impulse voltage values were applied to the spark-gap and were repeated 
one hundred times. The proposed probabilistic model for the combined voltage tests is 
verified using these results, as discussed in subsection 2.3.2.   
 
 
 
Table2.2 Breakdown probability for combined voltage tests. 
U (kV) Nd Nt P(U)= Nd/Nt 
72 29 100 0.29 
76 33 100 0.33 
81.5 51 100 0.51 
91 64 100 0.64 
95 78 100 0.78 
98 80 100 0.8 
101 89 100 089 
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a)  θ = 171o                                                                   b)     θ = 99o. 
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b) θ= 324ο                                                                          θ = 270o. 
Figure 2.5  Voltage waveforms measured at different inception angles θ. 
 
 
 
2.3   Probabilistic Model  
 
2.3.1 Probabilistic Breakdown Model 
 
   In order to investigate the spark-gap breakdown probability, the most commonly used 
distribution function is the normal (Gaussian) distribution; another frequently used 
distribution function for representing breakdown probability is the Weibull function. Both 
the Gaussian and the Weibull functions produce similar results in the range 0.01≤ P (U) 
≤0.99, where P (U) is the breakdown probability of the applied impulse voltage U [66]. 
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Figure 2.6 Comparison of the probabilistic model with the experimental results when the spark-gap is only 
subjected to impulse voltages. 
 
   When an earthed spark-gap is subjected to impulse voltage tests as depicted in Figure 
2.4a, the probability of breakdown P(U)  at a voltage level of U is the integral of the 
Gaussian distribution function in the form [91]: 
 
( )
∫ ∞−
−−
= U
mu
dueUP
2
2
2
2
1)( σσπ  
(2.3) 
 
where m is the mean and σ is the standard deviation.  
   Let σmuw −=  , and σdudw =  . Then equation (2.3) is rewritten as: 
 ∫ −∞− −= σπ
mU w
dweUP 2
2
2
1)(
 
(2.4) 
 
which reduces to the following compact form, 
 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −−= σ
mUQUP 1)(
 
(2.5) 
 
where the Q- function, which quantifies the area under the normalized Gaussian probability 
density function tail, is:  
 
∫∞ −= k
w
dwekQ 2
2
2
1)( π  
(2.6) 
 
   Equation (2.5) describes the breakdown probability as a function of the applied voltage 
level in terms of the Q-function. 
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   From the results of Table 2.1 in subsection 2.2.2, the standard deviation σ and the mean m 
of the impulse voltage breakdowns are found 2.75 kV and 86.9 kV, respectively. 
Considering these parameters, the probabilistic model in equation (2.5) is implemented 
using Matlab, as shown in Appendix F. The corresponding theoretical results are compared 
with the experimental measurements of Table 2.1, as depicted in Figure 2.6. The figure 
shows a good agreement between the theoretical model and experimental results.  
   Actually, the impulse voltage could not exist alone in the field but its impact on the 
spark-gap is in the form of its superimposition on the AC voltages. Therefore, in the 
following subsections this situation is thoroughly analyzed and the corresponding average 
breakdown probability is evaluated. 
 
2.3.2 Proposed Model for Combined Voltages 
 
   As the impulse voltage duration is very short with respect to the period of the AC 
waveforms, the AC value during the time of applying the impulse voltage can be considered 
constant. If the time instant of the impulse voltage is exactly known, then the value of the AC 
voltage can be determined. If the AC voltage level at the impulse time is denoted by U0, then 
the breakdown probability is similar to equation (2.5), by taking into account the reduction of 
the applied voltage to the spark-gap terminals by U0. So, the breakdown probability is [92]: 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −−−= σ
mUUQUP )(1)( 0
 
(2.7) 
 
However, in a real power system case, the time instant of the applied impulse is not 
known, therefore equation (2.7) is modified by including the sinusoidal term with a random 
phase angle θ. The phase angle is distributed according to a uniform probability density 
function over 0 to 2π. This is a reasonable assumption meaning that it is uncertain at what 
time the lightning may strike. The resultant breakdown probability is now given as: 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −−−= σ
θ mUUQUP m ))sin((1)(
 
(2.8) 
where Um is the peak value of the sinusoidal AC voltage. The result given in equation (2.8) 
is also a random variable and averaging over the random phase is applied to get an average 
breakdown probability of, 
∫ ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛
−−−= π θσ
θ
π
2
0
)sin(
2
11)( dmUUQUP m
 
(2.9) 
 
   Equation (2.9) is easily solved numerically using Matlab, as depicted in Appendix F. 
Using the previously evaluated mean and standard values, and the applied AC peak voltage 
Um, which is equal to 17.0 kV, a comparison of the theoretical results using (2.9) and the 
experimental measurements tabulated in Table 2.2 is shown in Figure 2.7. The solid line is 
the theoretical result from the model in (2.9) and the dashed line is the result of the impulse 
voltage test model (2.5). Figure 2.7 shows a good agreement between theoretical and 
experimental results. Small shift of the theoretical curve to the right relative to the 
measured values is believed to be due to the small current limiting resistance introduced to 
protect the measurement equipment.   
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Figure 2.7 Breakdown probability for applying combined waves. 
 
2.3.3 The Model for Multi-Phase Breakdowns 
 
   For a total number of N independent and identical spark-gaps, the average probability of 
n ≤ N simultaneous breakdowns can be evaluated using the binomial distribution [92]:  
[ ] nNnn UPUPnNUP −−⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛= )(1)()(
 
(2.10) 
where )(UP  is the average probability per spark-gap at a voltage level of U, and is 
evaluated using (2.9). The model in (2.10) is used to find the simultaneous breakdown 
probability of n spark-gaps when there are N spark-gaps allocated along the feeder phase.  
   More specifically, assuming N = 3 spark-gaps connected to a three-phase system as 
shown in Figure 2.8, assuming the lightning stroke is nearby the MV line and assuming an 
identical induced overvoltage to all phases, the model in (2.10) can help to get the formula 
of probability of n spark-gaps simultaneously breaking down, where n=1, 2 or 3; however, 
the phase voltages are not instantaneously equal, meaning that if a phase voltage is a 
function of the random angle θ, the other voltages are dependent and there is a phase shift 
of ±120o. For example, the average probability of a single breakdown considering model 
(2.10), where N = 3 and n = 1, is: 
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Figure 2.8 Three phase system with identical spark-gaps and induced overvoltages. 
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   Similarly, the average probability of the simultaneous breakdown of two spark-gaps, 
where n = 2, is in the form:    
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   Also, the average probability of three spark-gaps simultaneously breaking down, where n 
= 3, is: 
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(2.13) 
 
   Figure 2.9 shows the model results using (2.11), (2.12) and (2.13), illustrated by dotted, 
dashdot and dashed curves, respectively, as well as the solid line represents the combined 
wave case reproduced from Figure 2.7 as a reference. Figure 2.9 illustrates the probability 
of spark-gap operations for lightning-induced overvoltage. Considering Figure 2.8, the 
operation can be single-phase, two-phase or three-phase, due to number of spark-gap 
breakdowns. When the overvoltage is less than the mean, which is equal to 86.9 kV, the 
single-phase breakdown probability, shown by the dotted line, is the highest. However, 
when the applied voltage increases, the single-phase breakdown probability decreases, and 
at the same time the two-phase simultaneous breakdown probability, shown by the dash-dot 
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line, increases. Finally, for an impulse voltage higher than the mean plus the standard 
deviation and AC peak voltage, the two-phase simultaneous breakdown probability is 
reduced to zero, as the probability of three-phase simultaneous breakdown increases 
considerably, reaching one. However, the models in (2.11), (2.12) and (2.13) do not 
describe a complete scenario of the fault type due to spark-gap breakdown caused by 
lightning strokes. The reason is that the lightning-induced overvoltage is a function of 
stroke distance and the lightning current, which has a statistical distribution as discussed in 
the following section. 
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Figure 2.9 Theoretical breakdown probability for different cases. 
 
2.4   Fault Type Modeling of Indirect Lightning-Induced Overvoltage 
 
   Spark-gap breakdowns due to lightning contribute to outages recorded in digital relays as 
faults. Such faults are transient faults and they are associated with the frequency of 
thunderstorm activity or ground flash density (GFD) in the region where the transmission 
line is located. The flash density distributions in Finland for the period from 1998 to 2008 
are shown in color with a 10 km grid in Appendix A. These distributions provide evidence 
that Finland is frequently exposed to lightning strokes. In this section, the induced 
overvoltage equation due to lightning hitting nearby overhead lines is discussed and then 
the fault type probability is investigated.  
 
2.4.1 Induced Overvoltage Flashovers 
 
   There are two adequate theoretical models for induced overvoltage that describe the 
interaction of electromagnetic fields with power lines. These models were introduced by 
Rusck [32] and Agrawal et al. [38]. In this work, the simplified Rusck formula is chosen for 
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induced overvoltages calculations because of its simplicity and because it has been shown 
to be mathematically correct and somewhat consistent with experimental results [4]. In 
order to take into account the effect of ground resistivity, which in some cases can enhance 
the induced overvoltage amplitude, an improved model has been addressed in [13], but is 
not considered in this study.  
 
   As discussed in subsection 1.4.3 and according to Rusck [34,4], assuming a return stroke 
speed of 1.2×108m/s and assuming a step-like wave shape for the lightning current, the 
maximum induced overvoltage in a power line at the point closest to the strike may be 
estimated by: 
00 8.38 Id
hU =
 
 (2.14)    
where I0 is the lightning peak current (kA), h is the average height (m) of the line over the 
ground level and d is the closest distance (m) between the line and the lightning stroke. 
Since the peak current is randomly distributed, the induced overvoltage is also randomly 
distributed. For the sake of handling a probabilistic distribution of current peak values in a 
simple way, according to the Anderson approximation [4,93], the following expression is 
adopted, where its survival density function (sdf) is: 
aII
IIP
)/(1
1)(
50
0 +=≥  
(2.15) 
 
   Equation (2.15) is the probability that any peak return-stroke in any given flash will 
exceed I (kA). I0 is the random lightning peak current (kA) and I50 is the 50% lightning 
current. The values of I50 and a differ from one place to another.  
 
   In order to find the type of fault or breakdown, we need to average the results in (2.11), 
(2.12), and (2.13) over the probabilistic distribution function (pdf) of the induced 
overvoltage. The pdf of the induced overvoltage can be easily evaluated by finding the 
cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the peak current, which is given from (2.15) by: 
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Then, the cdf of the maximum induced overvoltage is,  
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where  5050 8.38 Id
hU = . 
 
Differentiating (2.17), the pdf of maximum induced overvoltage is:  
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   To specify the maximum induced overvoltage pdf, the following parameters should be 
estimated.  
 
1. I50 and a are identified using statistical lightning current measurements, as the 
aforementioned values of I50 and exponential a differ from one country to another 
according to their ground flash density (GFD). For example, the values of these 
parameters are 15 kA and 3.09, respectively, according to lightning observations in 
Finland [94]. In Ireland, these parameter values become 7.8125 kA and 1.6, [78]. 
According to [93], Anderson obtained values equal to 31 kA and 2.6. 
 
2. h is considered equal to 10 m. 
 
3. d is considered to be different multiples of 50 m until a 500 m maximum closest 
distance, as addressed in [95].  
 
   Therefore, the effect of the distribution of the maximum induced overvoltage on the fault 
type probability can be evaluated, as discussed in the following subsection. However, the 
induced overvoltages have a time to half value much shorter than that of the lightning 
current, as reported in [84]. Accordingly, the waveform time parameter effect is expected to 
be on the model parameters of (2.3), which are the standard deviation σ and the mean m. 
Considering a 0.9/9.4 µs impulse voltage to imitate the lightning-induced overvoltage, it is 
experimentally found that σ = 2.0 kV and m = 94.5 kV. These new parameters are 
considered in results discussed in the following subsection.  
 
2.4.2 Probability of Fault Type 
 
 As the number of conductors is increased, a mutual shielding comes into effect, thereby 
reducing the induced overvoltage. This effectively increases as the travelling distance is 
increased over the conductors up to the spark-gap locations [49]. However, this effect is 
nullified for the induced overvoltage at the location perpendicular to the lightning stroke. 
Such sophistications can be considered in the computed induced overvoltage. Assuming 
that the spark-gap location is near to the point on the conductors that is closest to lightning 
stroke, the fault type probability, (2.11), (2.12), and (2.13) can be averaged over the pdf of 
U in accordance with Rusck model as in the forms [92]:  
∫∞∞−= dUUfUP Uphph )()(Pr 011  (2.19) 
∫∞∞−= dUUfUP Uphph )()(Pr 022  (2.20) 
∫∞∞−= dUUfUP Uphph )()(Pr 033  (2.21) 
 
   Based on statistical lightning information in Finland, I50 = 15 kA and a = 3.09. 
Considering these values, Figure 2.10 shows survival density function for lightning current 
(sdf) and its corresponding cumulative density function (cdf) and probability density 
function (pdf). sdf and cdf curves are computed using Equations (2.15) and (2.16), 
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respectively and pdf is computed by differentiating Equation (2.16). Figure 2.11 shows the 
pdf of U (
0U
f ) (red line) as well as P1ph, P2ph and P3ph reproduced from Figure 2.9 (black 
lines). The multiplications of 
01 Uph
fP , 
02 Uph
fP and 
03 Uph
fP  (blue lines) are also shown, 
where the y-axis is in a log scale. Figure 2.11 visually helps to predict the behavior of the 
induced overvoltage and the effect of its pdf on the fault type. When the lightning distance 
is d = 50 m (Figure 2.11a), the area under the 
03 Uph
fP  curve is the highest, indicating a 
higher probability of 3-phase simultaneous discharge. This is expected, since the distance is 
short and there is a high probability that the induced overvoltage is high enough to cause 
breakdown of three spark-gaps. However, when the distance is increased, for example d = 
150 m as shown in Figure 2.11b, the area under 
03 Uph
fP  decreases significantly while that 
of 
01 Uph
fP  and 
02 Uph
fP  is less affected. Figure 2.11c shows these results for a distance of 
250 m. 
  
   The numerical values of these probabilities are summarized in Table 2.3. The maximum 
distance is considered to be 500 m and divided into ten sections. This means that the 
probability of lightning hitting each section is assumed to be equally distributed. The 
information from Table 2.3 is that the fault type average probability due to a single 
lightning stroke at the farthest distance 500 m is 0.0247 for a 1-phase fault, 0.0193 for a 2-
phase fault and 0.0748 for a 3-phase fault.  
 
    Cigre parameters (I50 = 31 kA and a = 2.6) and Ireland parameters (I50 = 7.8125 and a = 
1.6), the probability fault type distribution are shown in Figures 2.12 and 2.13 and tables 
2.4 and 2.5 respectively. Comparing Figures 2.11 and 2.12, as the I50 is higher, the U50 is 
increased and therefore the three-phase simultaneous discharge probability is expected to 
increase. However, for Irland, the I50 is lower and therefore U50 is reduced as it can be show 
by comparing Figures 2.11 and 2.13. 
 
   This confirms the fault probability due to lightning-induced overvoltages in MV networks 
protected by spark-gaps and that they can be cleared by isolating and then using 
autoreclosure. Furthermore, there is a probability of voltage wave chopping in single-phase, 
two-phase and three-phase, due to the spark-gap breakdown protecting the network from 
lightning-induced overvoltages. This chopping is sharp, due to spark-gap breakdown, 
causing the generated high frequencies to reach consumers over the distribution 
transformers, as studied in the following chapters.  
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Figure 2.10   sdf, cdf and pdf for Finland. 
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b. d =150 m. 
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c.  d =250 m. 
 
Figure 2.11 Declarations for the fault type probability distribution (I50 = 15 kA  and a = 3.09).  
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Table 2.3 The probability of fault type over the closest distance of 500 m (Finnish data). 
Distance 1-ph probability 2-ph probability 3-ph probability 
50 0.00980 0.00981 0.05584 
100 0.00824 0.00561 0.01281 
150 0.00336 0.00206 0.00385 
200 0.00152 0.00090 0.00146 
250 0.00079 0.00046 0.00060 
300 0.00046 0.00027 0.00022 
350 0.00029 0.00016 3.1302e-005 
400 0.00018 4.1997e-005 1.2624e-011 
450 6.9972e-005 4.9701e-007 0 
500 2.9542e-006 2.5945e-016 0 
Average Probability 0.0247 0.0193 0.0748 
 
2.5 Model Modification for Special Cases 
 
As aforementioned, this chapter presents a probabilistic model for the spark-gap 
characteristics. However, it will be more interesting to study the proposed model when the 
overvoltage is affected by line transverse discontinuities such as those caused by 
periodically-grounded shielding wires or by surge arresters. Adding a shielding wire will 
reduce the induced overvoltage across the spark-gap by a factor which depends on the 
grounding and proximity of the ground conductor to the phase conductor [4]. Simply, this 
factor can be considered in the proposed model by its multiplication in Equation (2.14).  
 
For discontinuities due to surge arresters, the arrester limits the overvoltage on the 
equipment to a certain value [4]. This value is denoted in the following equations as Uarr. 
Such behavior can be described in the pdf of U in Equation (2.18) as follows:  
1. The spark-gap will be subjected to an overvoltage equal to: 
⎩⎨
⎧
>
≤=
arrarr
arr
UUU
UUU
U 0ˆ  (2.22) 
 
2. Let )(ˆ
0
UfU  be a truncated version of )(0 UfU , i.e, 
⎩⎨
⎧
>
≤=
arr
arrU
U UU
UUUf
Uf
0
)(
)(ˆ 0
0
 (2.23) 
 
3. Then the corresponding pdf of Uˆ  will be:  
)()()(ˆ)(
0ˆ arrroarrUU
UUPUUUfUf >−+= δ  (2.24) 
where ∫ ∞=>
arrU
Uarrro dUUfUUP )()( 0  (2.25) 
 
    Therefore, the limited voltage behavior of the surge arrester is considered in the pdf of 
the overvoltage over the spark-gap. The new pdf will be substituted in the models (2.19), 
(2.20) and (2.21) to present the fault type concerning the arrester dynamic behavior on the 
overvoltage amplitude. However, the waveform time parameter effect is expected to be on 
the model parameters of (2.3), which are the standard deviation σ and the mean m.  
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c. d =250 m. 
 
Figure 2.12 Declarations for the fault type probability distribution (I50 = 31 kA and a = 2.6). 
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c. d = 250 m. 
Figure 2.13 Declarations for the fault type probability distribution (I50 = 7.8125 kA and a = 1.6). 
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Table 2.4 The probability of fault type over the closest distance of 500 m (Cigre data). 
Distance 1-ph probability 2-ph probability 3-ph probability 
50 0.00253 0.00295 0.08824 
100 0.00844 0.00825 0.05648 
150 0.00985 0.00808 0.03107 
200 0.00798 0.00587 0.01735 
250 0.00581 0.00401 0.01025 
300 0.00416 0.00277 0.00639 
350 0.00302 0.00197 0.00414 
400 0.00225 0.00144 0.00144 
450 0.00171 0.00108 0.00184 
500 0.00133 0.00084 0.00123 
Average Probability 0.0471 0.0373 0.2184 
 
 
 
 
Table 2.5 The probability of fault type over the closest distance of 500 m (Irish data). 
Distance 1-ph probability 2-ph probability 3-ph probability 
50 0.00567 0.00463 0.02803 
100 0.00325 0.00244 0.01111 
150 0.00198 0.00145 0.00590 
200 0.00134 0.00097 0.00362 
250 0.00097 0.00070 0.00240 
300 0.00074 0.00053 0.00167 
350 0.00059 0.00042 0.00119 
400 0.00048 0.00034 0.00086 
450 0.00040 0.00028 0.00062 
500 0.00034 0.00024 0.00044 
Average 
Probability 0.016 0.012 0.059 
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3- High Frequency Transformer Models 
 
   In order to know the impact of the lightning overvoltages in MV networks when they are 
transferred to the LV networks, an accurate model of the distribution transformer is 
necessary. This model can enhance the lightning protection design, many researchers in this 
field, assuming that the lightning surges transferred to the customers in the LV networks 
through the interwinding capacitance of the distribution transformer [96]. There are two 
ways for obtaining the model which describes the transformer frequency behavior. The first 
method uses the mechanical description of the transformer to calculate the reactances and 
capacitances which together give the model. The main problem of this method is that a 
detailed mechanical description of the transformer must be known and calculation is 
extremely difficult. The second way is an experimental method where measurements are 
carried out on the transformers and from these results the transformer model can be build 
up. The advantage of this method is that every transformer can be modeled when it is 
measured first. In this chapter, the experimental method is adopted. 
 
 3.1 Transformer Models at Unloaded Conditions 
 
   A study has been done in [97] to provide a method for the development of a high 
frequency transformer model for use in an electromagnetic transient program (EMTP). This 
complex model used the modal analysis to convert the measured results to a digital EMTP-
model. The EMTP high frequency transformer model is shown in Figure 3.1, where each 
part consists of: 
• Two ideal transformers with transfer ratio’s µ and λ, 
• Three components Rk, Lk and Ck determined from the modal parameters, 
• Three components R, L and C determined from the modal parameters and the 
components Rk, Lk and Ck respectively, 
• Capacitor Co represents the capacitive behavior of the transformer. 
 
 
Figure 3.1 the EMTP high frequency transformer model [97]. 
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    A simple model suitable for unloaded transformer has been developed in [98] taking into 
account the compromise between accuracy and simplicity. This model enables the 
calculation of transferred voltages to the secondary side in case of lightning discharge close 
to a line. The transformer model is shown in Figure 3.2, the values of the circuit parameters 
are derived from the transformer input impedance and frequency response.  
 
 R_1 C_1 L_1
L_2 
R_2
U2U1 
 
 
Figure 3.2 Transformer model for calculating transferred voltages (under no-load condition), when lightning 
strikes close to an overhead line [98]. 
 
   As mentioned before, this model compromise between accuracy and simplicity, however 
its parameters calculation is carried out at only one resonance frequency to calculate the 
transformer parameters under lightning strokes. In this chapter, this model is modified to 
take the two resonance frequencies into consideration instead of the one of the highest 
amplitude only as shown in the next subsection. Therefore, more accurate results of 
frequency response of the transient voltages are attained. The proposed model accuracy is 
verified using experimental measurements.  
 
3.1.1 Experimental Procedure and Measurements  
 
   Experiments have been performed to measure the high frequency characteristics of the 
distribution transformer under lightning strokes. These measurements contribute to 
determine the parameters of the simple equivalent circuit of the transformer. As in general, 
lightning-induced voltages on overhead lines are practically the same in all phases, all tests 
are made with the HV terminals interconnected. These experiments were carried out at the 
High Voltage Laboratory, Helsinki University of Technology (TKK), Finland. 
   Figure 3.3 illustrates the experimental configuration. The voltages U1 and U2 and the 
current I1 are measured at the point CH1, CH2 and CH3, respectively. The experimental tests 
were made for two transformers using the same experiment configuration in Figure 3.3. 
The first transformer (T1) has a rating of 100 kVA and the other one (T2) has a rating of 50 
kVA. The experiment procedure is very simple as the input impulse voltage (U1) is applied 
on the primary terminal, and therefore, input voltage (U1), input current (I1) and transferred 
voltage to the secondary side (U2) were simultaneously measured. The devices used in the 
experimental setup are indicated in Appendix G.  
   The signals U1, I1 and U2 were measured for unloaded transformers T1 and T2 
considering the experiment configuration shown in Figure 3.3. The voltages and currents 
traces were captured through the oscilloscope attaining the signals depicted in Figures 3.4 
to 3.6. The input signal shown in Figure 3.4 is 940 V, 0.87/50 μsec. Figures 3.5 and 3.6 
illustrate the current I1 and voltage U2 for the two transformers T1 and T2, respectively. 
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These measurements were accomplished to determine the transformer input impedance (U1 
/ I1) and the ratio U2 / U1 in the frequency domain and therefore, to model the transformer 
by a simple circuit described by Piantini et al. addressed in the following section. 
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Figure 3.3 Experimental configurations. 
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Figure 3.4 Input impulse voltage for the two transformers (T1 and T2). 
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  a. Current I1. 
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b. Voltage U2. 
 
Figure 3.5 Measured signals of the transformers T1.  
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a. Current I1. 
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  b. Voltage U2. 
 
Figure 3.6 Measured signals of the transformers T2. 
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3.1.2 Modeling by Piantini et al.  
 
   The transformer transient model proposed by Piantini et al. is the shown in Figure 3.2 
[98]. The values of the circuit elements are derived as following. First the FFT algorithm is 
applied on the experimental measured voltages and current signals (U1, U2 and I1) shown in 
Figures 3.4 to 3.6 where they are measured during testing the power transformers T1 and 
T2. In the frequency domain, the input impedance and transformer response (secondary 
voltage / primary voltage) are analyzed. The model parameters identification procedure is 
summarized in Appendix H [99]. It is found for T1 that R_1 = 485.83 Ω, R_2 = 60.968 Ω, 
L_1= 2.25686 mH, L_2= 0.122 mH and C_1= 0.0732 nF. For T2, its parameters are R_1= 
295.8Ω, R_2= 1 µΩ, L_1= 0.312 mH, L_2= 0.01 mH and C_1= 0.085 nF [100]. 
 
   The ATP/EMTP simulation circuit shown in Figure 3.2 is realized by ATPDraw which is 
a graphical interface used to simplify the ATP/EMTP processing [101]. The ATPDraw 
circuit is shown in Figure 3.7. The applied voltage to the primary terminals in the 
simulations is identical to the measured one depicted in Figure 3.4. The simulated transient 
voltage U2 is exported to MATLAB in order to compare with the measured signals. The 
time and frequency domains of the transient voltage U2 during impulse test are computed 
for the two transformers T1 and T2 as shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9, respectively. 
Therefore, the model evaluation can be performed.  
   The comparison between the experimental and simulated results show a good agreement 
for the transformer T1 as illustrated in the time domain comparison depicted in Figure 3.8a, 
where the solid line is for experimental results and the dashed one is for the simulated 
results. However when this transient voltage is analyzed in frequency domain as shown in 
Figure 3.8b, only the resonance frequency of the highest amplitude appeared in the 
simulation results although the experimental frequency analysis of the transferred voltage 
shows more than one resonance frequency. The reason is that the first resonance frequency 
value is considered, as it is the highest value, to identify the model parameters. However, 
the comparison, in the time domain, considering the second transformer T2 is not in a good 
agreement as shown in Figure 3.9a. The reason is that the second frequency value is 
considered to identify the model parameters where it is selected as the highest amplitude as 
shown in Figure 3.9b and the other lower frequency has significant amplitude. For accurate 
transformer representation, the model is modified as addressed in the next subsection.    
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Figure 3.7 ATPDraw simple high frequency transformer model. 
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a. Time response. 
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                                                                                                 b. Frequency response.  
 
Figure 3.8 Secondary transferred voltage under unloaded condition (T1). 
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b. Frequency response. 
 
Figure 3.9 Secondary transferred voltage under unloaded condition (T2). 
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3.1.3 Proposed Model for Unloaded Transformer  
 
   In this subsection, a modification is carried out on the Piantini et al. model in order to 
take into account two resonance frequencies which appeared in Figures 3.8 and 3.9 [100]. 
This modification is obtained by following the same procedure which was suggested by 
Piantini et al. [98], however, the first consequently two resonance frequencies are 
considered in the model circuit calculation. The derivation of the transformer parameters 
under lightning stroke in the modified model is carried out through two steps: 
 
1. Based on the Piantini model procedure, the derivation of the transformer parameters 
using the measured data at the resonance frequency of the highest amplitude (the first 
resonance frequency for transformer T1 and the second resonance frequency for 
transformer T2 as aforementioned) is done. From this derivation, the circuit elements 
shown in Figure 3.7 are seemingly obtained, in which this network is a part of the 
network shown in Figure 3.10. 
 
2. To overcome the shortcoming of Piantini model, a branch of R, L and C is added as 
shown in Figure 3.10. The derivation of theses parameters is done following the same 
procedure suggested by Piantini et al. but using the second resonance frequency (the 
resonance frequency of next amplitude, for example the second resonance frequency in 
transformer T1 and the first resonance frequency in transformer T2). Also, these 
elements are formed only in one branch connected as shown in Figure 3.10 not two 
branches as done using the highest amplitude resonance frequencies as described in 
above step. Accordingly, the added branch parameters are found R=50 Ω, L= 0.2421 
mH and C= 0.038 nF for transformer T1. While for transformer T2, it is found that R=1 
µΩ, L= 0.018 mH and C= 26 nF with changing R_1=195.8 Ω, for T2.   
 
   The comparison between the results of the modified model and experimental results 
indicate good agreements between the simulated and experimental results as shown in 
Figures 3.11 and 3.12 for transformers T1 and T2, respectively. From these figures, the 
model accuracy is achieved as well as keeping on the model simplicity.  
   From these results, the high frequency transformer model has been modified. This 
modification has improved the transient voltage waveforms as taking more than one 
resonance frequency into consideration in the modelling process. The results have ensured 
the proposed model accuracy as well as the model simplicity is still achieved.  
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     Figure 3.10 ATPDraw circuit of the modified model. 
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b. Frequency response. 
Figure 3.11 Secondary transferred voltage under unloaded condition (T1).  
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Figure 3.12 Secondary transferred voltage under unloaded condition (T2).  
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3.2 Transformer Models at Loaded Conditions 
As this work is going to investigate lightning impact reached at the service entrances, the 
transformer load should be considered. So, it is worthy to model the transformer at loaded 
conditions where the aforementioned models are used only in case of unloaded transformer.  
 
3.2.1 Models in Literature 
 
   From the literature review, the high frequency transformer models were divided into two 
categories. The first category concentrated on modelling the transformer windings [102-
112]. However, most of these models are very complex and need details of the transformer 
construction. Furthermore, most models of this category aim to know the electrical stresses 
to which the winding can be exposed during transient oscillations and not to study the 
effect of lightning strokes on the voltage transferred to the secondary side. The second 
category models aim to study the effect of the lightning strokes on the voltage transferred to 
the transformer secondary side.  
 
   A transformer model using electromagnetic transient studies has been introduced in 
[113]. Using the frequency-characteristics measurements recorded by the impedance 
analyzer, the model parameters have been determined with neglecting both the hysteresis 
and iron core effects where this model aim to study the lightning surges. The following 
effects have been presented by this model: 
 
1. Capacitances between windings themselves and between winding and enclosure, 
2. Winding conductors and iron core skin effects,  
3. The combination between winding inductance and the capacitance between turns which 
lead to multiple resonances. 
 
   As shown in Figure 3.13, the transformer fundamental equivalent circuit is formed from 
an ideal transformer, leakage inductance, winding resistance and magnetizing admittance. 
This model has been modified to be suitable for lightning surges studies. This modification 
has been carried out by adding blocks evaluating the aforementioned factors effects in 
addition to the iron core saturation and hysteresis effects can be inserted. This model has 
been used in order to evaluate the lightning surge propagation from a distribution line to a 
consumer entrance via a pole-mounted transformer where such scenario is shown in Figure 
3.14 [114]. 
 
   An accurate R-L-C model of the shell type power transformer has been presented in [115] 
where R-L-C parameters were calculated with analytical and numerical methods (Finite 
Elements). However, this model is not easy to be used in addition to the equivalent network 
of the transformer contains many electrical elements. For example the 600 MVA 
autotransformer, the windings (36 coils) are represented by a circuit including 72 nodes and 
210 elements. Part of R, L and C equivalent circuit of transformer winding is shown in 
Figure 3.15. 
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Figure 3.13 Transformer model (equivalent circuit). (1) Winding-to-winding and winding-to-enclosure 
capacitance: Cs1, Cs2, Csm. (2) Skin effects of winding conductors and an iron core: Zskin. (3) Multiple 
resonances due to the combination of winding inductance and turn-to-turn capacitance: Y1, Z2. (4) Saturation 
and hysteresis effects of an iron core: Ymag [113]. 
 
 
Figure 3.14 Surge transfer from a distribution line to a consumer entrance via a pole-mounted transformer 
[114]. 
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Figure 3.15 Part of R, L and C equivalent network of transformer winding [115].  
 
   A simplified lumped parameter model for the distribution transformer and associated 
distribution system has been described in [116] depending on the stroke current as shown in 
Figure 3.16, where Figure 3.16a represents single phase system and transformer and Figure 
3.16b represents the simplified lumped parameter model for the system shown in Figure 
3.16a, where, iS is the stroke current injected into the system at terminal H1, iA is the surge 
arrester discharge current, ipG is the current entering the earth at the transformer pole 
ground, iHG is the current entering the earth at the house ground, iX2 is the current into 
terminal X2 of the distribution transformer and i is the current in the interconnection path 
between the neutral conductors of the primary and secondary systems. 
 
   Scattering Matrix theory has been used in [117] to model the transformer, where the 
corresponding network using this method is shown in Figure 3.17. The network is 
represented by electrical elements (capacitance, inductance and resistance) in addition to 
ideal transformer. As shown in Figure 3.17, Lp and Ls are the leakage inductances, Lm is 
the magnetizing inductance. Rp and Rs are the resistive losses and the losses in the ferrite 
core at the lowest frequency. Rm is the hysteresis losses in the core, Cp and Cs are 
distributed capacitances between turns of each winding. Cps is the capacitance between the 
primary and secondary windings. These model parameters were obtained using the 
parameter extraction technique. The main scope of this technique is to modify the data 
iteratively with evaluating the correlation between the calculated S-parameters and the 
measured ones. However, this method was used to describe and directly calculate the total 
power losses in the transformer. The model was not tested for transferred voltage to the 
secondary side. 
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a. Single-phase system and transformer.                      b. Model for the single-phase system and transformer. 
 
Figure 3.16 Configuration of Single-phase system and transformer and its model [116]. 
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Figure 3.17 Two-port transformer representation [117]. 
 
   Modeling the transformer from the frequency response has been presented in [118] where 
the transformer parameters were calculated using mathematical procedure which needs the 
module of the impedance with certain behavior. A model based on a classical model has 
been constructed as shown in Figure3.18a, where each cell was represented by R, L and C 
elements. On the other hand, this model took the following effects into consideration using 
three cells: 
 
Cell set 1: The core effects.  
 
Cell set 2: The major winding effects. 
 
Cell set 3: The minor winding effects. 
   However this behavior is not available for all transformers. Each cell should be 
participated only at its assigned frequency and neglected at the rest of frequencies. This 
behavior can be granted by choosing the suitable cells topology. There are four suitable 
cells can be used as shown in Figure 3.18b. 
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a. Wide bandwidth model for a two winding magnetic component. 
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b. Suitable topology for the basic cells. 
Figure 3.18 cells arrangement and their topology [118]. 
   Concerning simple modeling category, a transformer model was introduced in [119] with 
equivalent circuit shown in Figure 3.19. This model has been modified and the 
methodology of the modified model was established in [120] based on the frequency 
response of distribution transformer. In this study, the distribution transformer has been 
considered as a two-port network and the frequency response of the equivalent impedances 
were determined. Considering linear and time invariant two-port network, the following 
equation can be obtained as: 
U1=Z11I1+Z12I2 (3.1) 
U2=Z21I1+Z22I2 (3.2) 
where Z11 is the  two-port input impedance, Z12= Z21 is the two-port transfer impedance,  
Z22 is the two-port output impedance.   
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   Based on the equations (3.1) and (3.2), an equivalent circuit of the distribution 
transformer is shown in Figure 3.20a where, Z1 is the input impedance, Z2 is the output 
impedance, Z3 is the transfer impedance between primary and secondary. 
 
   The frequency characteristics of each impedance Z1, Z2 and Z3 have been evaluated. 
Then, the transformer equivalent circuit has been computed and implemented using 
resistance, inductance and capacitance elements. This equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 
3.20b. The model shown in Figure 3.20 has been modified in [121] and the new equivalent 
circuit is shown in Figure 3.21. 
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Figure 3.19 Transformer model for calculation of transferred surges [119]. 
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a. Equivalent circuit of the quadripole.                                      b. equivalent circuit. 
 
Figure 3.20 Transformer model [120]. 
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Figure 3.21 equivalent circuit of the transformer [121]. 
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Figure 3.22 First order model [122]. 
 
   A transformer model has been developed to study the transferred voltages, using simple 
testing parameters and the ATP (Alternative Transient Program) [122]. The transformer 
model to simulate the transferred surge behavior is shown in Figure 3.22. However this 
model did not achieve a better approach for the transferred voltage peak and shape. 
   The frequency characteristics of the transformer admittance matrix between its terminals 
have been used in [123] to model a high frequency transformer over a frequency range up 
to 1 MHz. This model presented an equivalent circuit of the transformers over the 
frequency range of interest provided that its admittance matrix matches the nodal 
admittance matrix of the original transformer. The parameters of a multi-terminal π-
equivalent shown in Figure 3.23 can be calculated from its nodal admittance matrix where 
the nodal admittance matrix parameters have been estimated using rational function. 
However, this model has large nodal admittance matrix. 
   The interaction between electric and magnetic quantities of the transformer has been 
reproduced using high frequency transformer model introduced in [124]. Therefore, the 
equivalent circuit was composed of a magnetic circuit as shown Figure 3.24a and an 
electric interface as depicted in Figure 3.24b [124]. However, the characteristics of the 
magnetic material and the geometry of the winding and core are needed which sometimes 
represent difficult to be obtained.  
 
 
Figure 3.23 Single line diagram of a multi-terminal π-equivalent [123].  
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Figure 3.24 High frequency model reported in [124]. 
 
 
   Distribution power transformer has been modeled with the frequency up to 10 MHz for 
Power Line Communication (PLC) applications [125]. This model has been represented by 
the simple R, L, C circuits and having two MF and HF models which are separately 
modeled. The difference between these models is the participation of the iron core effects 
where it has been taken into account in case of MF model through the ideal transformer. 
However, in HF model it does not include due to the absence of the ideal transformer. MF 
model for this model is shown in Figure 3.25a, where, the HV and LV terminals are defined 
by ABC and abcn, respectively, Z1 is the leakage impedance of the wingding/phase, Zm is 
the magnetizing impedance of the winding/phase, C1 and C2 are the capacitances between 
winding and mass and C12_1 and C12_2 are the capacitances between inner side of HV and 
outer side of LV windings. Using frequency characteristics measurements of the impedance 
at the transformer terminals, all of these parameters have been calculated, where three kinds 
of measurements are carried out such as open-circuit, short-circuit, and capacitance 
measurement.   
   The HF of this model is shown in Figure 3.25b, where the same resonance and 
capacitance have been taken into consideration for both HF and MF models. However in 
HF model, C12 has been presented by pure capacitance in addition to the ideal transformer 
has been neglected. Only measurement to evaluate the resonance was needed to 
determinate the parameters of the HF model. 
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a. The model of transformer in MF.                                        b. The model of transformer in HF. 
 
Figure 3.25 Model of transformer [125]. 
 
3.2.2 Proposed Transformer Model  
 
   In this subsection, an accurate and simplified distribution transformer model for 
overvoltage transfer under lightning strokes is presented using its frequency response. The 
model is suitable for unloaded and loaded conditions as well [126]. The proposed model is 
based on two-port network theory. It is experimentally verified under different balanced 
load conditions considering two different practical distribution transformers. The 
corresponding models are simulated using ATP/EMTP in order to verify the proposed 
model. 
   There are four types of the port-type networks. They are impedance parameters, 
admittance parameters, hybrid parameters and transmission parameters networks where 
their details are depicted in Appendix I [127]. The simplest one is the impedance 
parameters network as the open circuit tests are needed to compute the network parameters. 
Therefore, this impedance parameters two-port network is considered for the proposed 
model. The transformer can be modeled using a two-port network as shown in Figure 3.26. 
The network can be described as in Equations (3.1) and (3.2) as addressed in [127,128]. 
 
   The impedance parameters (Z11, Z12, Z21 and Z22) can be evaluated by setting I1 = 0 (input 
port open circuited) or I2 = 0 (output port open circuited). Therefore, the impedance 
parameters are obtained as: 
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=
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01
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21
2=
=
II
UZ  (3.3)  
 
where Z11 is the open-circuit input impedance, Z12 is the open circuit transfer impedance 
from port 1 to port 2, Z21 is the open circuit transfer impedance from port 2 to port 1, Z22 is 
the open-circuit output impedance. 
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Figure 3.26 Impedance parameters two-port network. 
 
   In order to describe the high frequency model using these impedance parameters, the 
impulse voltage was applied on the primary side when the secondary was opened (I2= 0), 
then the impulse voltage was applied on the secondary side when the primary was open (I1= 
0) as the experiments declared in following subsection. 
 
3.2.3 Experimental Measurements and Model Calculation 
 
   The experimental measurements have been carried out on two different practical 
transformers. The input impulse signal was 450 V, 0.87/50 μsec. The experimental 
measuring was carried out on two distribution transformers T1 100 kVA and T2 50 kVA 
considering the following two steps. 
 
Step1: The impulse voltage was applied on the interconnected high voltage side when the 
transformer was unloaded to measure the primary voltage (U1), primary phase current (I1) 
and secondary voltage (U2) through channels CH1, CH2 and CH3, respectively as shown in 
Figure 3.27a. These voltages and currents traces are captured and stored in time domain 
through a four-channel oscilloscope.  
 
Step2: The impulse voltage was applied on the interconnected low voltage side when the 
high voltage side was opened to measure the primary voltage (U1), the secondary current 
(I2) and secondary voltage (U2) through channels CH1, CH2 and CH3, respectively as shown 
in Figure 3.27b. 
   The Fourier algorithm was applied on the measured voltages and currents. Then the 
impedance parameters in Equations (3.1) and (3.2) were evaluated using the relations in 
Equation (3.3) for obtaining these impedance parameters as a function of frequency. 
Finally, the frequency domain of T equivalent circuit impedances is shown in Figure 3.28 
for transformer T1. Figures 28.a, b and c, show the amplitude and the angle of Z11-Z12, Z12 
and Z22-Z12, respectively. Similarly, Figure 3.29 illustrates the frequency domain 
impedances of transformer T2. 
 
   After investigating the frequency response of the T-equivalent circuit impedance 
parameters (magnitude and angle) of the two transformers, each of these impedances can be 
converted to R, L and C elements according to its behavior in frequency domain [129]. For 
each transformer, the calculations of their elements are carried out taking into account the 
first and second resonance frequencies in a wide range of frequency, and then these 
elements are tuned to match the measured results in case of unloaded and loaded 
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conditions. Such tuning is considerable in order to compensate Fourier Transform (FT) 
performance used for calculating the transformer transfer function as addressed in [130]. 
 
   For both transformers and concerning two resonances, the same equivalent circuit was 
obtained as following. The impedance (Z11-Z12) was represented by only capacitance at 
each resonance frequency, where these capacitances (C_5 and C_6) are connected in 
parallel. The impedance (Z12) was represented by parallel R, L and C circuit at each 
resonance frequency and these circuits are connected in series. The impedance (Z22-Z12) 
was represented by parallel R, L and C circuit at first resonance frequency and series R, L 
and C circuit at second resonance frequency and these circuits are connected in series. In 
the equivalent circuit R_5 and R were considered for tuning purposes for impedances (Z11-
Z12) and (Z12) respectively, where R_5 was used under unloaded conditions only and R was 
used under loaded conditions only. The procedure of the parameter determination is 
discussed in Appendix J. The corresponding transformer model is shown in Figure 3.30 for 
unloaded transformer. However the load is added to the terminal U2 for loaded transformer. 
The elements values are shown in Table 3.1 for each transformer. 
  
   The validation of the proposed high frequency transformer model was obtained through 
both time and frequency domains of the voltage transferred to the secondary side. The 
comparison between experimental and simulation of the voltage transferred to the 
secondary side shows a good agreement for unloaded and balanced loaded conditions as 
ascertained in Figures 3.31, 3.32 and 3.33 for transformer T1 and confirmed in Figures 3.34 
and 3.35 for transformer T2. The transformers are directly loaded at the secondary 
terminals using different loads such as pure resistance equal to 50 Ω and then the resistance 
was paralleled with capacitance equal to 1200 pF. The simulations were carried out using 
ATP/EMTP [101] where the ATPDraw program is used as preprocessor.  
 
   From these results, the high frequency transformer model has been proposed under 
unloaded as well as balanced loaded conditions. The model compromises between the 
simplicity and also accuracy. A very simple circuit to evaluate the transformer performance 
under lightning strokes was taken, in addition to a very easy procedure was achieved to 
determine the model parameters at two different frequencies. Concerning two resonance 
frequencies in the transformer modeling has enhanced the model accuracy. The proposed 
model showed a good agreement between the experimental and the simulated results. So, it 
can be used to study the behavior of the transformer and the connected low voltage network 
under lightning strokes as discussed in chapter 5.  
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              a. Impulse voltage on primary.                                          b. Impulse voltage on secondary. 
 
Figure 3.27. Experimental Configuration. 
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a. Z11-Z12 frequency response.  
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c.  Z22-Z12 frequency response.  
 
Figure 3.28 frequency response of T-equivalent circuit impedance parameters for T1 (100 kVA). 
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b.  Z12 frequency response.  
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c. Z22-Z12 frequency response. 
 
Figure 3.29 frequency response of T-equivalent circuit impedance parameters for T2 (50 kVA). 
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Figure 3.30 High Frequency Transformer Model. 
 
 
 
 
Table 3.1 Elements values for T1 and T2. 
 
Elements T1 (100 kVA) T2 (50 kVA) 
R_1 (Ω) 500 5.6839 
R_2 (Ω) 558.5405 906.7085 
R_3 (Ω) 1000 529.0657 
R_4 (Ω) 1E-6 130.1928 
R_5 (Ω) 50 500 
R    (Ω) 1500 50 
L_1 (mH) 0.00856 0.23964 
L_2 (mH) 0.0046 0.006497 
L_3 (mH) 0.036897 0.0173762 
L_4 (mH) 0.048296 0.091127 
C_1 (μF) 0.021063 1.91546 
C_2 (μF) 0.00302967 0.0035155(loaded) 0.0051155( unloaded) 
C_3 (μF) 0.00512 0.000739 
C_4 (μF) 0.00022167 0.00115 
C_5 (μF) 0.0004221 0.000551916 
C_6 (μF) 0.00019152 0.000485187 
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a.  Time response of voltage transferred to the Secondary side.  
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b. Frequency response of voltage transferred magnitude.  
Figure 3.31 Secondary transferred voltage under unloaded condition for T1. 
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b. Frequency response of transfer voltage magnitude. 
Figure 3.32 Secondary transferred voltage under resistive load for T1. 
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a. Time response of voltage transferred to the Secondary side. 
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b. Secondary voltage magnitude as a function of frequency. 
Figure 3.33 Secondary transferred voltage under paralleled resistive-capacitive load for T1. 
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a. Time response of voltage transferred to the Secondary side.  
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b. Frequency response of transfer voltage magnitude.  
Figure 3.34 Secondary transferred voltage under unloaded condition for T2. 
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a. Time response of voltage transferred to the Secondary side. 
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b. Frequency response of transfer voltage magnitude.  
Figure 3.35 Secondary transferred voltage under paralleled resistive-capacitive load for T2. 
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3.2.4 Model Validation with Spark-Gap Operation Connected at Transformer 
Primary Side 
 
   In order to experimentally implement the MV spark-gap operation, a spark-gap is 
connected at the transformer primary side. Due to spark-gap flashover, a chopping in the 
impulse waveform is occurred. As the impulse amplitude is low value 450 V, a suitable 
spark-gap with small rating was used to dynamically give discharging consistence with this 
voltage. Figure 3.36 shows a comparison between the experimental and simulated chopped 
impulse waveforms where the spark-gap is simply presented by a time controlled switch in 
ATPDraw connected at the primary side of the transformer. 
  A validation of the proposed high frequency transformer model under the condition of 
spark-gap operation is carried out through unloaded and loaded cases as well as testing in 
both time and frequency domains as shown in Figures 3.37-3.39. These responses 
concluded that the proposed model under spark-gap operation is very accurate under 
unloaded conditions as shown in Figure 3.37; however this accuracy decreases only at the 
instant of spark-gap operation under loaded conditions as shown in Figures 3.38 and 3.39.  
   Concerning spark-gap operation connected at the primary side, the secondary transferred 
voltage is higher than when MV spark-gap is not operated. This can be observed by 
comparing for the measured results concerning unloaded and loaded conditions. Comparing 
Figures 3.31 and 3.37 for unloaded conditions, the maximum peak secondary transferred 
voltage is increased in time domain from 40 V to 150 V due to MV spark-gap operation 
and as well the magnitude is increased from 2 V to 4.5 V in frequency domain. Also 
Comparing Figures 3.32 and 3.38, the secondary transferred voltage is increased in case of 
resistive load from 25 V to 120 V in time domain and in the frequency domain the voltage 
magnitude is increased from 0.25 V to 0.8 V. Similarly, for paralleled resistive-capacitive 
load shown in Figures 3.33 and 3.39, the secondary transferred voltage is increased in time 
domain from 22 V to 120 V and in frequency domain it increased from 0.4 V to 1.3 V. 
Such experimental results confirm increasing the voltage transferred over the transformer 
due to MV spark-gap operation.     
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Figure 3.36 Chopped impulse waveforms.  
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a. Time response of voltage transferred to secondary side. 
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b. Frequency response voltage transferred to secondary side. 
Figure 3.37 Secondary transferred voltage under unloaded condition with spark-gap operation (T1). 
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a. Time response of voltage transferred to secondary side. 
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b. Frequency response voltage transferred to secondary side. 
Figure 3.38 secondary transferred voltage under resitive load with spark-gap operation (T1). 
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a. Time response of voltage transferred to secondary side. 
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b. Frequency response voltage transferred to secondary side. 
Figure 3.39 Secondary transferred voltage under resistive-capacitive load with spark-gap operation (T1). 
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4- Surge Arrester Model for LV Network Protection  
    
   Overvoltage protection devices play an important role for mitigating the performance of 
power system exposed to overvoltage due to lightning, switching … etc. In this chapter, 
modeling of the low voltage surge arrester is investigated using Pinceti surge arrester model 
where the model parameters are extracted and evaluate using ABB data sheet. This model 
is used to study the protection of the customer from the lightning surges coming through 
distribution transformer when the lightning strikes the transformer primary side. Therefore, 
its installation at the transformer secondary side can be studied as discussed in chapter 5. A 
brief introduction regarding customer overvoltage protection is declared as well as an 
introduction on the surge arrester in the following sections.  
 
4.1 Overvoltage Protection Devices 
 
   The overvoltage protection devices of low voltage system can be divided to two major 
types [131]. They are called primary and secondary protection devices and they are 
discussed as follows. 
 
4.1.1 Primary Protection Devices (Protection of Installations against Lightning) 
 
   The primary protection devices are usually used to protect installations against lightning 
direct strokes. Also, their function is to dissipate the lightning energy induced in the 
installations. The highest structure is the most attractive lightning path such as effect 
produced by a pole, building or very high metallic structure. There are three types of 
primary protection where these types are lightning conductors, overhead earth wires and 
meshed cage. More information about these types can be found in [131].  
 
4.1.2 Secondary Protection Devices (Protection of Internal Installations against 
Lightning) 
 
   There are two types of the secondary protection devices where they are serial protection 
and parallel protection devices. Serial protection devices can be specified to a system and 
appliances. Parallel protection devices are used for distributed lines such as in power 
network, telephone network and furthermore at switching busbars. The parallel protection 
is the most applied protection principles in electrical power networks.  
 
4.2 LV Surge Arresters 
      When the low voltage windings exposed to impulse, the tests showed that the low 
voltage windings have been damage under surges exceeding 30 kV [132-133]. The other 
occasion was that the high voltage windings have been damage under small impulse (as 
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low as 3 kV) but with long duration applied on low voltage windings. For the transformer 
connected to the overhead line with length more than 100 m, it is recommended to fit surge 
arrester with the transformer. However, in case of overhead line less than 100 m, there is no 
need for fitting the surge arrester. Under the condition that the line length is less than 100 
m, the applied voltage on the low voltage windings is decreased in addition to the 
frequency is decreased by factor 10 where in this case the overhead line capacitance is less 
than the winding capacitance.  
 
   In [134], it is not recommended connecting the arrester on the transformer secondary side. 
The argument is that the arrester, in this case, does not protect the consumer when the 
lightning hits the low voltage network in addition to the consumer load duty cycle is 
increased. On the other hand, the arrester on the service entrance does not protect the 
transformer in addition to the current flows to the transformer from the arrester contributing 
to high duty on the transformer. From another point of view, an arrester on the transformer 
secondary side can protect the customer load from the overvoltage transferred through the 
distribution transformer due to lightning-induced overvoltage from the primary side of the 
transformer.  
 
4.3 Modes of Protection  
 
   The overvoltage protections in the power networks can be classified into two modes. 
These modes are common mode and differential mode [131]. The difference between these 
modes is coming from a voltage surge occurrence. For the common mode, it is used to 
protect the voltage surge occurring between the live parts and the earth where its 
connection is phase to earth or it is neutral to earth. Therefore, this type of mode is very 
dangerous to the equipment that its frame has earthed. Regarding the differential mode, it is 
used to protect overvoltages between live parts. For example, it is connected between 
phases or phase and neutral. Therefore, this mode is expected to be dangerous for electronic 
devices.  
 
   Using surge arrester to protect equipment depends on the power distribution system 
configuration and the equipment connection [135]. For example, if the power distribution 
system is three-phase star, three-wire system, therefore the available modes of protection is 
only the differential mode. 
 
4.4 Surge Protective Device Life Time  
 
   The surge arrester is as any device has a definite life time where it is impossible for its 
life to be infinity. The life time of metal oxide varistor depends on the magnitude and 
number of strokes. There are other factors that the life time can increase by increasing the 
number of varistors, the varistor size or these two factors together. The surge arrester can 
be damaged when it is subjected to surge strokes exceeding the maximum voltage or 
current rating. The ideal surge arrester has the same life time of the power distribution 
network where it is installed [135]. 
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   The required conditions for any used surge arrester are [136]: 
1. To not absorb current (energy) at the power frequency voltage, 
2. To operate correctly based on its setting designed based on the electric power system 
rating, 
3. To work in the same environment of the protected equipment. 
4.5 Surge Protective Device Coordination  
   The surge protective device (SPD) coordination has been used to provide proper 
installation of two or more surge protective devices allocated at different points in the 
network. The full understand of the right and suitable position of surge protective devices 
must be gained as well as the variables affecting on its function. The successful 
coordination can be achieved taking into consideration the following items [135]: 
 
a) Surge waveform and duration, 
b) The location of surge protective device with respect to the power distribution system, 
c) Distance between the lightning stroke and the protected equipment, 
d) The SPDs measured limiting voltage, 
e) The SPDs surge current capacity, 
f) The SPDs age, 
g) The earthing design in the substation, 
h) Suitable modes of protection for each SPD, 
i) Power distribution system Configuration, 
 
4.6 Low-Side Surge Phenomena  
 
   The low-side surges can be generated by lightning strokes on overhead lines and 
underground cable. These surges causes flow part of the stroke current to the neutral of the 
service cable. The stroke locations under these conditions are [134]: 
 
1. Phase conductor on the primary side, 
2. Neutral conductor on the primary side, 
3. Load structure, 
4. Ground, 
5. Service cable. 
   These locations are identified for an overhead system as shown in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1 Possible strike locations and path for surge currents to enter the service drop [134]. 
 
 
4.7 Operation Principle of Surge Arrester 
 
   Inactive status of the surge arrester is achieved during normal operation conducting a very 
small current in µA. On the other hand, when the overvoltages come over the surge 
arrester, it operates and limits the voltage increasing by diverting the overvoltage charges 
on the line to the earth [137].  
 
  The surge arrester handles its operation under both normal and abnormal (overvoltage) 
conditions based on its nonlinearity (V-I characteristics). The metal oxide varistor, which is 
nonlinearly characterized, is the vital element in the surge arrester. Due to this nonlinearity, 
the voltage increasing across the surge arrester terminals is limited to a designed value 
which is the knee point in the nonlinear characteristics. The high current flowing through 
the arrester is at higher voltage comparing with the normal voltage operation. The surge 
arrester returns to its normal state after it is succeeded to quickly pass out the overvoltage. 
The surge arrester can be damaged when it is subjected to overvoltage of too high energy 
[138].  
 
   An economic surge protection device based on sand has been developed for protecting 
rural network using hygroscopic materials as addressed in [139]. When the overvoltage still 
has a higher value, the sand can keep a residual voltage.  
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4.8 Selection of Surge Arrester  
 
   The continuous withstand voltage (Uc) is one of the parameters should be defined in order 
to select the surge arrester device. This voltage is in r.m.s. value and is often called 
maximum continuous operating voltage (MCOV). The other voltage should be defined is 
the maximum permissible r.m.s. value of power frequency voltage. When the arrester is 
tested under this voltage for 10 s, it is designed to operate correctly under temporary 
conditions. These two voltages can be used together for the selection of arresters as 
reported in [140]. The third parameter is the voltage peak value which is at a flow of the 
nominal discharge current (In). In the nonlinear characteristics, the point of this voltage 
against the nominal current is the knee point.  
   In this chapter the low voltage surge arrester is modeled based on the data of low voltage 
surge arrester (LOVOS) recommended by ABB [138]. There are two products LOVOS 5 
and LOVOS 10 which means that nominal discharge current in 8/20 µs is 5 and 10 kA 
(peak value), respectively. Therefore, the protection of low voltage network against 
lightning and switching overvoltages can be done using these products (LOVOS 5 and 10).  
 
4.8.1 Selection of Uc 
 
   There are two factors have to be taken into consideration for selecting Uc. The first factor 
is the surge arrester location where it can be, as aforementioned, connected between phases, 
phase to earth or between the transformer neutral point to earth. The second factor is the 
maximum phase voltage (Uo). Lower protection level of the arrester is attained under lower 
Uc [140].  
 
   According to earthing systems, the maximum continuous operating voltage Uc of the 
surge protection devices will be equal to or higher than values computed with the aid of 
Table 4.1. This table is designed based on IEC 61643-1 amendment 1. Different earthing 
schemes (system configuration of distribution network) are summarized in appendix K 
[138]. 
 
   In the current study, the low voltage surge arrester is inserted between the phase and 
earth, and in this case Uc can be calculated by: 
Uc ≥ 1.1 × Uo  (4.1) 
where Uo is the line-to-neutral voltage of the low-voltage system. Also, Uc value for this 
study can be taken equal to 280 V as a standardized voltage for 240/400V networks as 
illustrated in [138]. 
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Table 4.1 Minimum required Uc of the SPD dependent on supply system configuration [131]. 
 
 
 
SPDs connected between 
 
System configuration of distribution network 
TT TN-C TN-S IT with 
distributed 
neutral 
IT without 
distributed 
neutral 
Line conductor and neutral 
conductor 
1.1 Uo NA 1.1 Uo 1.1 Uo NA 
Each line conductor and PE 
conductor 
1.1 Uo NA 1.1 Uo √3 Uo Line-to-line 
voltage 
Neutral conductor and PE 
conductor 
Uo NA Uo Uo NA 
Each line conductor and 
PEN conductor 
NA 1.1 Uo NA NA NA 
 
NA: not available, 
TT, TN-C, TN-S and IT are different earthing scheme illustrated in Appendix K. 
 
4.8.2 Protection Level Selection  
 
   The protection level of surge arrester can be defined by Up/Uc ratio where Up is the 
voltage peak value on arrester terminals during flow of nominal discharge current (In). This 
ratio (Up/Uc) is very important during the selection of arrester type. Decreasing the ratio 
contributes to increasing the protected equipment insulation protective margin.  
  
   In the current study, arrester type LOVOS-5 is selected with the following guaranteed 
data [138]: 
Continuous operating voltage (Uc): 280 V, 
Nominal discharge current (In) 8/20 µs: 5 kA, 
Maximum discharge current (Imax) 8/20 µs: 25 kA, 
Voltage protection level (Up) at In: 1100 V, 
Voltage protection level (Up) at Imax: 1500 V, 
Voltage protection level (Up) at long lasting surge 2000 µs: 850 V, 
Energy absorption capability: 1800 J. 
 
   This selected surge arrester is modeled and simulated in the ATPDraw environment 
where the above mentioned data in accordance with Pinceti et al. model are used in order to 
verify the model parameters as discussed in the following section. 
 
4.9 Surge Arrester Models 
 
   Several models have been proposed to describe the arrester behavior as reported in [141-
143]. The difficult point of these models is the identification of their parameters and their 
field tests to determine acceptable values. The well-known used models are discussed in 
following subsections. 
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Figure 4.2 Frequency-dependent model [141]. 
 
 
4.9.1 Frequency-Dependent Model (IEEE Model) 
 
    IEEE working group (WG) 3.4.11 [141] recommended metal oxide surge arrester model 
shown in Figure 4.2. In this model, the arrester nonlinearity is represented using two 
nonlinear resistors (A0 and A1). They are separated by R-L filter that has very little 
impedance under slow front surges. However, the impedance of the filter increases under 
fast front surges and contributes to flow higher current in A0 than A1. Therefore, A0 has a 
higher voltage than A1, so increasing voltage excites the arrester. More section of nonlinear 
resistances can be added into the model in order to attain more accuracy. However, the 
model will be sophisticated with small improvement in its accuracy. Therefore, modeling 
using two sections has been found sufficient for an accurate dynamic modeling of the 
arrester.   
 
The model parameters have been determined using iterative procedure until a satisfactory 
behavior of the implemented element is attained. The starting values in the iterative 
methodology have been determined using formulas that are function of electrical data 
(residual voltage) and physical parameters (the height, block dimension and number of 
columns).  
 
4.9.2 Pinceti et al. Model 
 
   A simplified model has been presented deriving from the IEEE model [142]. This model 
is a simplified version of the IEEE model. The two resistances (R0 and R1) shown in Figure 
4.2 have been eliminated and therefore the inductances (L0 and L1) are only considered in 
the new model as shown in Figure 4.3. A high resistance R of value 1 MΩ is added in order 
to avoid numerical instabilities during digital solving of the network. This numerical 
trouble can be occurred when the simulated surge arrester is tested using current source as 
mentioned in section 4.10. This simplified model has the same operating principles as the 
IEEE model. The model parameters were determined using only the electrical data and did 
not take into consideration any physical characteristics of the surge arrester. The 
inductances L1 and L0 in the model are defined in µH as:     
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Figure 4.3 Pinceti et al. model [142]. 
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where Un  is the arrester rated voltage in kV, Url/T2 is the residual voltage at 10 kA fast front 
current surge (l/T2 µs). Ur8/20 is the residual voltage at 10 kA current surge with 8/20 µs 
time parameters. The non-linear characteristics proposed by IEEE WG 3.4.11has been used 
to evaluate the nonlinear resistors (R0 and R1) with referring to Ur8/20.  
 
   The main obstacle in this model is that the Url/T2 is not available in most of the data 
sheets. Therefore, the parameter identification of this model is difficult. It is presented in 
[143] a procedure to overcome this problem where the model parameters are defined using 
the flowchart shown in Figure 4.4. Furthermore, this concept can help in case of missing 
data in datasheet where the parameter identification was modified with the aid of the 
following two forms: 
 
L1=0.03 Un  (4.4) 
 
L0= 0.01Un  (4.5) 
 
The flowchart in Figure 4.4 shows the procedure for evaluating the dynamic parameters 
under all conditions (with and without considering Ur1/T2). First, the voltage Url/T2 is 
checked. If it is available, the parameters are calculated using (4.2) and (4.3) under the 
condition that K < 1.18 where the parameter K is computed using K=Ur1/T2/Ur8/20. 
Otherwise, the parameters are calculated using (4.4) and (4.5). On the other hand, if Ur1/T2 
value is not available, the parameters are calculated using (4.4) and (4.5). This is helped to 
find initial parameters helping to find more accurate values as it is discussed in the 
following section.  
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Figure 4.4 Flowchart to calculate elements L0 and L1 [143]. 
 
 
4.10   Surge Arrester Model Validation 
 
   In this work, Pinceti et al. model is used because of its simplicity. However, its 
inductance parameters are calculated using relations (4.4) and (4.5) [143], where Ur1/T2 is 
not available in the data sheet. So, L1 and L0 are found equal to 0.0084 and 0.0028 µH, 
respectively. The nonlinear characteristics of the two elements A0 and A1 are based on the 
pu data published in [142] and summarized in Appendix L. The corresponding nonlinear 
characteristics of A0 and A1 are shown in Figure 4.5. 
 
   The surge arrester model is simulated and tested using ATPDraw circuit shown in Figure 
4.6. A discharge current 8/20 µs, 5 kA and 25 kA for nominal and maximum conditions 
respectively are injected to the surge arrester that its parameters are defined above. Adding 
1 MΩ resistance is used parallel with the current source in order to avoid the numerical 
instability of the combination of the current source and non-linear elements. Regularly, it is 
recommended to add high resistance parallel with the current source in the field of EMTP 
or ATP/EMTP programs. The error of residual voltage rather than the manufactured data is 
found -4.22% at the nominal discharge current and -18.63% at the maximum discharge 
current. This error is computed as (Ups-Up)/Up, where Ups is simulated residual voltage (the 
simulated voltage protection level). So, the parameters computed by (4.4) and (4.5) are 
taken as initial values. Then, these parameters are tuned and the corrected values are 
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therefore determined for L1 and L0 where they are found L1= 0.0048 and L0= 0.06 µH [144-
145]. Consequently, the errors for nominal and maximum discharge currents reach to -1.5% 
and +0.55%, respectively. The injected current, the residual voltage and the absorbed 
energy are as shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8 for nominal and maximum discharge currents, 
respectively, considering the corrected parameters. Comparing the simulated results of the 
surge arrester evaluation with its data sheet, provides evidence of the efficacy of this model.   
 
    Finally, the surge arrester model is connected at the transformer secondary side in order 
to mitigate the transmitted lightning-induced overvoltages coming from MV network due to 
lightning-induced overvoltages with concerning MV spark-gap operation. This mitigation 
is investigated in the next chapter through the voltage waveforms and the peak voltage 
profile along the low voltage feeder.   
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Figure 4.5 surge arrester elements nonlinear characteristics. 
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Figure 4.6 ATPDraw circuit for surge arrester. 
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a. Injected current (nominal discharge current). 
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Figure 4.7 injected nominal discharge current.  
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a. Injected current (maximum discharge current). 
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Figure 4.8 injected maximum discharge current. 
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5- Investigation of Lightning-Induced Overvoltages Transmitted 
to Customer Side under Spark-Gap Operation 
 
   The transference of surges from medium voltage to low voltage networks is the most 
frequent among all possible mechanisms of overvoltage generation on consumer loads 
which also threaten insulation of power distribution lines. So, many studies have been done 
to investigate the induced overvoltages on the distribution line caused by lightning stroke 
[144-154]. Other studies have been done through the observations of lightning induced 
voltage on distribution lines [155-157]. 
   In order to generally interpret the probable transferred overvoltage from the medium 
voltage to low voltage networks, the coupling possibilities have to be considered [151]. 
These couplings are such as: (i) the high frequency coupling between the primary and 
secondary windings of the transformer, (ii) the electromagnetic coupling between them if 
they are installed in the same tower (the tower carries two circuits; one is the medium 
voltage and the second one is the low voltage), (iii) overvoltages in the low voltage 
networks generated by the coupling resulting from injected current due to flashovers across 
one of the medium voltage insulators. 
   In this chapter, the lightning induced-overvoltages transmitted to the low voltage network 
through the distribution transformer are investigated. Then the low voltage surge arrester 
installed at the distribution transformer secondary side is suggested to mitigate the induced 
overvoltage coming from distribution transformer primary side. Then influence of medium 
voltage spark-gap operation on the performance of low voltage network is studied through 
the voltage waveforms and the peak voltage profile along the feeder. Finally, the role of the 
low voltage surge arrester with spark-gap operation is investigated. 
 
5.1 Simulated System 
 
   To investigate the effect of lightning strokes on the low voltage networks, an accurate 
model of the transformer is necessary as well as a model of low voltage network is required 
to obtain real response in this situation. So, an accurate and simplified model for the 
distribution transformer under lightning strokes proposed in chapter 3 (subsection 3.2.2) is 
used in this chapter. Where, the high frequency model representation of both the 
distribution transformer and low voltage network are combined in a single arrangement in 
the environment of ATP/EMTP.  
 The impact of feeder numbers, their lengths, their types (Overhead/underground cables) 
and loads on the lightning reached at the service entrance point is investigated with and 
without spark-gap operation [145]. The overall ATPDraw circuit is shown in Figure 5.1 
where, the ATPDraw network of the distribution transformer shown in Figure 3.30 and the 
network of the overhead cable feeder are combined in a single ATPDraw file as well as the 
LV surge arrester model and spark-gap operation are added to this arrangement. The overall 
low voltage network circuit consists of 7 identical overhead cable feeders, 49 load and 350 
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m feeder length. Each feeder is divided to seven subsections with seven different loads 
where each subsection length equals to 50 m. At the end of each subsection, there is a 
resistive load which is randomly selected in a range of 1 to 2 kW. For example, the load 
distribution from point A1 to point G1 is 1, 2, 1.5, 1, 1, 2 and 1.5 kW, respectively. The 
simulation is carried out using induced overvoltage of 94.5 kV, 0.9/9.4 µs as lightning 
source applied on the primary side of the distribution transformer. 
In Finland, the most common low voltage lines are aerial bundled cables where the most 
common cable types are AMKA 35, AMKA 70, and their multiplies [158]. In this section, 
AMKA 3×35+70 cable type is used where its identification is reported in [159]. More 
details supporting the ATPDraw simulation are illustrated in the Appendix M. The 
simulation of this cable was carried out using LCC JMarti model. 
The evaluation of lightning-induced overvoltages transmitted to customer side is carried 
out by investigating the voltage profile concerning different scenarios. These scenarios are: 
 
1. Different feeder number (one, two and seven feeders), 
2. Different feeder lengths, 
3. Different load values,  
4. Replacing some sections of overhead cables by underground cables. 
 
   These scenarios are accomplished with and without considering the spark-gap operation 
of MV network. Furthermore, the mitigation of these overvoltages is presented using the 
surge arrester model discussed in the previous chapter. In order to accomplish these test 
cases, the ATPDraw network shown in Figure 5.1 is used where it is modified according to 
each scenario condition.  
 
5.2 Impact of Feeder Number 
 
The effect of the parallel feeder on the consumer side when the lightning-induced 
overvoltages occur at the primary terminals of the distribution transformer is investigated. 
This study is carried out concerning a network of one, two and seven feeders in Figure 5.1.  
 
5.2.1  LV Network Performance without MV Spark-Gap Operation 
 
When the LV network is not protected, the corresponding voltage waveforms at points 
SEND, A1 and G1 are shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 for one-feeder and two-feeder 
networks, respectively. Where all simulation measurements are carried out all over one 
feeder as the feeders are identical. For one-feeder network, the highest peak is at SEND 
where its value is 12.2 kV and reduced at A1 to 7.9 kV. Then, the signal peak is more 
reduced until the feeder end which is 0.395 kV at G1.  
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Figure 5.1 ATPDraw overall circuit. 
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a. Voltage at SEND. 
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                                                                                c. Voltage at point G1. 
Figure 5.2 Secondary voltage transferred at different points considering one-feeder network, no LV SA, no 
MV spark-gap operation. 
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a. Voltage at SEND. 
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b. Voltage at point A1. 
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c. Voltage at point G1. 
Figure 5.3 secondary voltage transferred at different points considering two-feeder network, no LV SA, no 
MV spark-gap operation. 
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The peak voltage profile is shown in Figure 5.4 for one-feeder, two-feeder and seven-
feeder depicted by solid, dashed and dashdot curves, respectively. By comparing with the 
voltage profile of a network with a single feeder, the voltage peaks are reduced with 
increasing the feeder numbers. In order to interpret the obtained behavior, the parallel 
feeder characteristic impedances are the transmitted impedance. If this impedance is 
reduced, the transmitted signal is reduced where increasing parallel feeders reduces the 
equivalent impedance [160]. 
   When the LV network is protected with low voltage surge arresters connected at the point 
SEND, the corresponding voltage waveforms at points SEND, A1 and G1 are shown in 
Figure 5.5 where the voltage is limited due to the dynamic effect of the surge arrester. The 
surge arrester influence is studied through the peak voltage profile along the feeder with 
and without surge arrester as shown in Figure 5.6. The overvoltages is mitigated and 
reduced from 12.2 kV to 850 V. When the number of feeders becomes two the voltage 
waveforms at the same mentioned points are shown in Figure 5.7. A comparison of the 
peak voltage profile with and without SA protection is shown in Figure 5.8. The Figure 
shows how much the limited voltage is due to the SA protection. Increasing the number of 
feeders to reached overall network feeder number (7 feeders), the corresponding peak 
voltage profile is shown in Figure 5.9. As shown in Figures 5.6, 5.8 and 5.9, surge arrester 
device limits the overvoltage in the line beginning to constant 850 V in all the cases.  
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Figure 5.4 Number of Feeders Impact, no LV SA, no MV spark-gap operation.  
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a. Voltage at SEND 
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c. Voltage at Point G1 
Figure 5.5 Surge arrester-based mitigation of secondary voltage of one-feeder network, no MV spark-gap 
operation.  
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Figure 5.6 Impact of LV surge arrester on one feeder network, no MV spark-gap operation. 
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b. Voltage at Point A1 
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c. Voltage at Point G1 
Figure 5.7 Surge arrester-based mitigation of secondary voltage of two-feeder network, no MV spark-gap 
operation. 
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Figure 5.8 Impact of LV surge arrester on two-feeder network, no MV spark-gap operation. 
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Figure 5.9 Impact of LV surge arrester on seven-feeder network, no MV spark-gap operation. 
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5.2.2  LV Network Performance with MV Spark-Gap Operation 
 
   When MV spark-gap operates and LV network is not protected, the corresponding 
waveforms of voltage at points SEND, A1 and G1 are shown in Figure 5.10 for one-feeder 
network. For the comparison point of view, the MV spark-gap operation impact is studied 
through the peak voltage profile along the feeder with and without MV spark-gap operation 
as shown in Figure 5.11. When the number of feeders becomes two the corresponding 
voltage wave forms at the same mentioned points are as shown in Figure 5.12 with peak 
voltage profile shown in Figure 5.13. Increasing the number of feeders to reached overall 
network, the corresponding peak voltage profile is shown in Figures 5.14. As shown from 
Figures 5.11, 5.13 and 5.14, MV spark-gap operation increases the overvoltages transmitted 
to the LV network through the distribution transformer. This is due to steep voltage 
collapse in MV spark-gap and hence stronger coupling through the distribution transformer 
capacitances.  
 
   When the LV network is protected with surge arrester, the corresponding voltage 
waveforms at points SEND, A1 and G1 are shown in Figure 5.15 for one feeder network. 
The corresponding peak voltage profiles along the feeder with and without surge arrester 
are shown in Figure 5.16. The voltage waveforms, when the number of feeders becomes 
two, are shown in Figure 5.17 and peak voltage profile shown in Figure 5.18. Increasing the 
number of feeders to reached overall network, the peak voltage profile is shown in Figures 
5.19. As shown from Figures 5.16, 5.18 and 5.19, the overvoltages transmitted through the 
distribution transformer due to spark-gap operation are limited by the LV surge arrester to 
be less than 1000 V. 
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c. Voltage at Point G1 
Figure 5.10 Secondary voltage transferred of one-feeder network under MV spark-gap operation, no LV SA. 
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Figure 5.11 Impact of spark-gap operation on one feeder network, no LV SA. 
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c. Voltage at Point G1 
Figure 5.12 Secondary voltage of two-feeder network under MV spark-gap operation, no LV SA. 
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Figure 5.13 Impact of spark-gap operation on two-feeder network, no LV SA. 
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Figure 5.14 Impact of spark-gap operation on seven-feeder network, no LV SA. 
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Figure 5.15 Surge arrester-based mitigation for one-feeder network under MV spark-gap operation.  
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Figure 5.16 LV surge arrester impact on one feeder network under MV spark-gap operation. 
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Figure 5.17 Surge arrester-based mitigation for two-feeder network under MV spark-gap operation. 
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Figure 5.18 LV surge arrester impact on two-feeder network under MV spark-gap operation. 
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Figure 5.19 LV surge arrester impact on seven-feeder network under MV spark-gap operation. 
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5.3 Impact of Feeder Length 
 
   This study is carried out on only one feeder with different lengths, the feeder lengths 
under study are 350 m, 175 m (by reducing the subsection length to its half value) and 700 
m (by increasing each subsection length to its double value). The same load is considered. 
  
5.3.1 The Performance without MV Spark-Gap Operation 
 
   When LV network is without operation of MV spark-gap, Figure 5.20 shows the 
corresponding voltage profile for different feeder lengths of 700 m, 350 m and 175 m 
feeder length by solid, dashed and dashdot curves, respectively. For each feeder length, the 
peak voltage is reduced as propagated over the feeder. The induced voltage measured at the 
feeder beginning is not influences by the feeder length as the input characteristics 
impedance  is the dominant at this point. As the feeder total length is increased, as the 
propagated voltage peak curve is moved up which means that the peak voltage is increased 
when the feeder length behind the measuring point is increased.  
 
   When LV network is protected without operation of MV spark-gap Figure 5.21 shows 
peak voltage profile for different feeder lengths of 700 m, 350 m and 175 m feeder length 
by solid, dashed and dashdot curves respectively. The LV surge arrester limits the 
transferred overvoltages to less than 900 V.  
 
5.3.2 The Performance with MV Spark-Gap Operation 
 
   Influence of MV spark-gap operation on the low voltage network is depicted in Figure 
5.22. By comparing the peak voltage profile with and without MV spark-gap operation, the 
spark-gap effect increases the overvoltages transmitted to low voltage network through the 
distribution transformer. Such increasing is very obvious in Figure 5.22 when the feeder 
lengths are 175, 350 and 700 m. 
  
   The effect of LV surge arrester on limiting the overvoltages transmitted to LV network 
due to MV spark-gap operation is depicted in Figure 5.23. 
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Figure 5.20 Feeder length impact, no LV SA, no MV spark-gap operation. 
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Figure 5.21 Impact of LV surge arrester on different feeder lengths, no MV spark-gap operation. 
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a. 175 m feeder length. 
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b. 350 m feeder length. 
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c. 700 m feeder length 
Figure 5.22 Impact of spark-gap operation under different one-feeder network lengths, no LV SA. 
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a. 175 m feeder length 
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b. 350 m feeder length 
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c. 700 m feeder length 
Figure 5.23 Impact of LV surge arrester under MV spark-gap operation. 
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5.4 Impact of Load Reduction 
 
   In this case, the loads are reduced to their half values concerning one-feeder network; 
also, unloaded condition is taken into account. 
 
5.4.1 The Performance without MV Spark-Gap Operation 
 
   When LV network is not protected using the surge arrester and as well it is without the 
operation of MV spark-gap, the corresponding peak voltage profile along the feeder length 
is shown in Figure 5.24. Solid, dashed and dashdot curves are for unloaded, half-load and 
full-load conditions respectively. The peak voltage profile is increased when the loads are 
reduced that is because the network damping is reduced where this increasing reached to its 
maximum values along the feeder under unloaded conditions.  
   When LV network is protected without operation of MV spark-gap, the influence of LV 
surge arrester on limiting the overvoltages transmitted to the LV network is shown in 
Figure 5.25 where it only limits the overvoltages to 1600 V at the end of the feeder in case 
of unloaded condition; however, less than 900 V in case of half and full load conditions. 
Although the network is protected, the voltage is high under unload conditions because of 
full reflection at the end of the feeder.  
 
5.4.2 The Performance with MV Spark-Gap Operation 
 
   With considering the operation of MV spark-gap, the corresponding voltage waveforms 
at the same points aforementioned under unloaded and half load conditions are shown in 
Figures 5.26 and 5.27, respectively. The voltage waveforms under full load conditions are 
aforementioned and shown in Figure 5.10. The corresponding peak voltage profile for 
different loaded conditions is shown in Figure 5.28. As concluded above, peak voltage 
profile increased when the loads are reduced that is because the network damping is 
reduced where this increase reached to the maximum values along the feeder under 
unloaded conditions. Comparing the two Figures 5.24 and 5.28, the transmitted 
overvoltages to the LV network is more increased due to spark-gap operation.  
   When LV network is protected with spark-gap operation the corresponding voltage 
waveforms under unloaded and half load conditions are shown in Figures 5.29 and 5.30, 
respectively and the voltage waveforms under full load conditions are aforementioned in 
Figure 5.15. The corresponding peak voltage profile for different loaded conditions is 
shown in Figure 5.31. Also as concluded above, peak voltage profile increased when the 
loads are reduced. Comparing the two Figures 5.28 and 5.31, the transmitted overvoltages 
to the LV network is limited to less than 1000 V  in case of half load and full load as well 
due to LV surge arrester operation; however incase of unloaded conditions, the surge 
arrester limits the transmitted overvoltages to 1600 V.  
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Figure 5.24 Load size Impact, no LV SA, no MV spark-gap operation. 
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Figure 5.25 Impact of LV surge arrester on different load size, no MV spark-gap operation.  
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Figure 5.26 Secondary voltage with MV spark-gap operation under unloaded conditions, no LVSA. 
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Figure 5.27 Secondary voltage transferred with MV spark-gap operation under half-load conditions, no LV 
SA. 
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Figure 5.28 Load size impact under MV spark-gap operation, no LV SA.   
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c. Voltage at Point G1 
Figure 5.29 secondary voltage transferred with LV surge arrester under noload conditions with MV spark-gap 
operation. 
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Figure 5.30 Secondary voltage transferred with LV surge arrester under half-load conditions with MV spark-
gap operation. 
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Figure 5.31 Impact LV surge arrester different load size with MV spark-gap operation. 
 
5.5 Impact of Underground Cable 
 
 To study the impact of underground cable (UGC) on the transmitted overvoltages 
through the distribution transformer to the LV network, the overhead cable feeder is first 
totally replaced by underground cable as shown in Figure 5.32 then the combination 
between the OHC and UGC at the same feeder is taken into consideration concerning one 
feeder network. The considered underground cable model is for four-core, XLPE/PVC 
cable. The cable data are reported in [161] and summarized in the Appendix N.  
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Figure 5.32 UGC configuration. 
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5.5.1 Impact of UGC without MV Spark-Gap Operation 
 
When LV network is not protected and there is no MV spark-gap operation, the effect of 
UGC can be investigated through the peak voltage profile. The corresponding voltage 
waveforms and peak voltage profile are as shown in Figures 5.33 and 5.34, respectively. 
This peak voltage profile is compared with the profile when the network is constructed of 
overhead cables as shown in Figure 5.34. The voltage peaks close to the transformer are 
reduced when the network is of underground cables; however, the voltages at loads behind 
250 m are higher when the network is underground cables.  
Figure 5.35a illustrates the voltage profile when the network feeder is overhead cable; 
however, when the first section is underground cable (UGC) and when the last section is 
underground cable. Then, when two subsections are underground cable at the beginning of 
the feeder and when two subsections are underground cable at the end of the feeder, the 
corresponding results are shown in Figure 5.35b. The impact of underground cables at the 
beginning is bigger than their impact when they are at the feeder end. As depicted in Figure 
5.35, there is an increase in the voltage at the point connecting between underground cable 
and overhead one when the UGC exist at the beginning of the feeder. The reason is that at 
this point, the characteristic impedance is increased from UGC impedance to OHC 
impedance value. When the UGC is at the beginning, the apparent impedance is the UGC 
which is less than OHC impedance.  
   Finally, the peak voltage profile for one, two, three and four sections of underground 
cable at the feeder beginning is shown in Figure 5.36a and as well at the feeder end, it is 
shown in Figure 5.36b. It also confirms that the underground cable impact is higher when 
the underground cable is installed at the feeder beginning.  
When LV network is protected and there is no MV spark-gap operation the 
corresponding voltage waveforms and the peak voltage profile are as shown in Figures 5.37 
and 5.38 respectively. Inserting the surge arrester provides more protection for the loads. In 
another case, a comparison of surge arrester performance is carried out for OHC and UGC 
feeder network where this comparison results are shown in Figure 5.39. The influence of 
surge arrester limits the voltage less than 900 V. 
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Figure 5.33 Secondary voltage waveforms transferred when the network is underground cable, no LV SA, 
no MV spark-gap operation.  
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Figure 5.34 Comparing overhead cable and underground cable networks, no LV SA, no MV spark-gap 
operation. 
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a.  Only one section underground cable. 
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                b. Two sections are underground cable. 
 
Figure 5.35 Impact of underground cable position, no LV SA, no MV spark-gap operation. 
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a. Cable sections at the feeder beginning  
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                                                               b. Cable sections at the feeder end. 
Figure 5.36 UGC shares impact, no LV SA, no MV spark-gap operation. 
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c. Voltage at Point G1 
Figure 5.37 Surge arrester-based mitigation for one feeder UGC, no MV spark-gap operation. 
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Figure 5.38 Impact of LV surge arrester on UGC one feeder network, no MV spark-gap operation. 
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Figure 5.39 Comparison between OHC and UGC feeder with LV surge arrester, no MV spark-gap operation. 
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The voltage profiles when the one and two frst sections are underground cable (UGC) 
without and with LV surge arrester are shown in Figure 5.40. Although the overvoltages 
are low when the UGC segment is added at the feeder beginning and more reduced by 
installing surge arrester, there is an increase in the voltage at the junction between the UGC 
and OHC. Figure 5.41 more illustrates the effect of different two positions of the protection 
device when UGC exists at the feeder beginning. These positions are before UGC and at its 
junction with the OHC. Inserting surge arrester at the UGC termination with the OHC has 
lower voltage profile comparing with surge arrester before UGC. This observation is 
correct except at the feeder beginning where it is not protected. Installing two surge 
arresters highly protects the feeder. however, if it is assumed to using only one surge 
arrester in the LV network, it can be recommended to install it at UGC beginning to protect 
all over the feeder and the parallel feeders if they are found.    
The results for one UGC section and two UGC sections at the end of the feeder are 
shown in Figures 5.42. Using one UGC at the end of the feeder makes the influence of 
surge arrester become noticeable until distance 300 m.  However, using two- UGC at the 
end of the feeder makes the influence of the arrester become noticeable until distance 250 
m. The value of induced overvoltage is high where the underground cable sections couldn’t 
reduce the overvoltage as well as these sections are at the feeder end. Therefore, the 
overvoltage protection has to be added under these circumstances at the feeder beginning in 
order to reduce such overvoltages.    
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a.  Using 1 UGC at the beginning of the feeder  
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b. 2 UGC at the beginning of the feeder 
Figure 5.40 Impact of LV surge arrester on the UGC at the feeder beginning, no MV spark-gap operation.  
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Figure 5.41 Effect of SA position using one UGC, no MV spark-gap operation. 
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a.  1 UGC at the end of the feeder 
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Figure 5.42 Impact of LV surge arrester on the UGC at the feeder end, no MV spark-gap operation. 
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5.5.2 Impact of UGC with MV Spark-Gap Operation 
 
   When LV network is not protected by the surge arrester and with considering the MV 
spark-gap operation, the corresponding voltage waveforms and the peak voltage profile are 
shown in Figures 5.43 and 5.44, respectively where the network is UGC one-feeder. Figure 
5.44 shows how much the spark-gap operation increases the transmitted overvoltages 
through the distribution transformer. The same influence can be depicted also when one 
UGC section is at the beginning and at the end of the feeder and when two-UGC sections 
are at the beginning and at the end of the feeder as shown in Figures 5.45 and 5.46, 
respectively.  
   When LV network is protected, the corresponding voltage waveforms and the peak 
voltage profile are as shown in Figures 5.47 and 5.48, respectively for UGC all the feeder. 
Figure 5.48 shows the effect of LV surge arrester on limiting the transmitted overvoltages 
through the distribution transformer. The same influence can be depicted also when one 
UGC section is at the beginning and at the end of the feeder and when two-UGC section are 
at the beginning and at the end of the feeder as shown from Figures 5.49 and 5.50, 
respectively.  
   Under circumstances of MV spark-gap operation, the LV network should be protected 
where the transferred overvoltages over the transformers are high whatever the LV network 
construction (OHC or UGC). This information is highlighted in this study as some network 
designers suppose that the UGC can kill the overvoltage. However, the overvoltages are 
still high enough to be hazard. Installing a surge arrester at the LV network beginning can 
protect the network and prevent these overvoltages to reach at the customer entrance.   
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Figure 5.43 Secondary voltage waveforms transferred for UGC all the feeder under MV spark-gap operation, 
no LV SA. 
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Figure 5.44 UGC behavior with and without MV spark-gap operation, no LV SA. 
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Figure 5.45 Impact of MV spark-gap operation for 1 UGC, no LV SA. 
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Figure 5.46 Impact of MV spark-gap operation for 2 UGC, no LV SA.  
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Figure 5.47 Secondary voltage transferred of UGC all over the feeder with LV surge arrester under MV 
spark-gap operation. 
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Figure 5.48 Impact of LV surge arrester under MV spark-gap operation. 
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Figure 5.49 Impact of LV surge arrester under MV spark-gap operation. 
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Figure 5.50 Impact of LV surge arrester under MV spark-gap operation. 
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6- Conclusions   
 
The breakdown probability of a spark-gap subjected to combined impulse and ac 
voltages has been modeled. In order to ascertain the probabilistic model parameters, which 
are the standard deviation and mean values, the first part of the experiments was 
accomplished when the spark-gap was only exposed to impulse voltages. Considering these 
parameters and the ac voltage peak value, the proposed model has been experimentally 
verified and it showed a good agreement. Then the model was used in calculating the 
probability of the single-phase, two-phase and three-phase operation of the spark-gaps for 
different levels of lightning-induced overvoltages superimposed on the ac voltage. The 
fault type probability due to lightning-induced overvoltage in an MV network protected by 
spark-gaps has been investigated using the simplified Rusck expression to estimate the 
induced voltage above a perfectly conducting ground. This induced voltage is assumed to 
be randomly distributed using the well-known formula of Anderson.  
   The high frequency transformer model under unloaded conditions by Piantini has been 
modified. This modification has improved the transient voltage waveforms as taking more 
than one resonance frequency into consideration in the modeling process. The results have 
ensured the modified model accuracy as well as the model simplicity is still achieved. 
However, this model is not suitable for loaded conditions. So, a new high frequency 
transformer model has been proposed under unloaded as well as balanced loaded 
conditions. The model compromise between the simplicity and also accuracy. A very 
simple circuit to evaluate the transformer performance under lightning strokes was taken, in 
addition a very easy procedure was achieved to determine the model parameters at two 
different frequencies. Concerning two resonance frequencies in the transformer modeling 
has enhanced the model accuracy. The proposed model showed a good agreement between 
the experimental and the simulated results. 
 
   Using the proposed high frequency transformer model, the effect of lightning-induced 
overvoltages penetrating through the transformer to the customer side has been 
investigated. Also, the impact of feeder numbers, lengths, types and loads on the 
overvoltage reached at the service entrance point has been investigated through the peak 
voltage profile along the feeder. These voltage profiles for different conditions show 
reasonable results. Finally, a low voltage surge arrester has been modeled using Pinceti 
surge arrester model. This surge arrester has been installed at the distribution transformer 
secondary side in order to mitigate the induced overvoltage transferred from medium 
voltage to low voltage side in case of spark-gap operation and for the case that the 
overvoltage is too small to trigger the spark-gap as well. This mitigation has been studied 
through peak voltage profile along the feeder. The feeder type, overhead cable, 
underground cable or combination between them has been studied installing surge arrester 
at the transformer secondary side.  Also, the surge arrester location has been studied when 
underground cable section is created at the beginning of the feeder. Generally, installing 
surge arresters at the transformer secondary side can mitigate the induced overvoltage 
transferred from the primary side before going to the consumers in low voltage network. 
So, inserting only one surge arrester at the feeder beginning will be sufficient to protect the 
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entire customers connecting to the feeder. This protection is required for the Finnish low 
voltage networks either they are constructed from overhead or underground cables. 
 
    This dissertation can help to do some researches of interest in work to follow such as: 
 
1. Evaluating the probabilistic model of MV spark-gap characteristics with concerning 
discontinuities due to surge arrester where the model representing such characteristic 
has been shortly presented at the end of chapter 2; however, it is not verified using 
experimental results and its impact on the statistical analysis of fault type is not 
investigated.  
2. Investigating the dynamic characteristics of spark-gap when it is connected in series 
with surge arrester where such connection can improve the overvoltage protection.  
3. Discussing more on the customer experienced voltage spikes with different lightning 
protections in MV networks.  
4. Time-domain evaluation of induced overvoltage superimposed on AC voltage and 
concerning MV Spark-Gap operation. 
5. Studying the conditional probability of fault type changes due to induction effect of 
spark-gap operation in distribution networks. 
6. Experimentally verifying the high frequency model of distribution transformers under 
unbalanced flashovers of spark-gaps such as single-phase and two-phase operations 
where the three-phase operation has been only evaluated in this dissertation. 
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Appendices 
 
A. GFD Map in Finland 
 
   Figure A shows average ground flash density (GFD) per 100 km2 in Finland from 1998-2008 
which was collected from the FMI (Finnish Meteorological Institute) on thunderstorms days. 
Every stroke was located separately then they are grouped into full flashes by location system. 
The flash is found more appropriate climate quantity, and therefore, it can be used for the 
statistical study. More details can be found in [62]. 
 
 
 
 
Figure A Flashes on 10 km × 10 km squares in 1998-2008 [62]. 
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B. Probability Overview 
   The probability is a number between 0 and 1 computed using large number of experiments. If it 
is 0, the event will not be occurred and if it is 1, there is certainty that the event will occur. The 
value in between 0 and 1 declares the probability of the event to occur. The probability can be 
used to describe any random process by statistical approach. 
 
B.1 Counting Methods   
    If there are subexperiments A and B where each one has N and n possible outcomes, there are 
Nn possible outcomes when both experiments are performed. The total number of possibilities is 
in the form [69]: 
( )
)!(
!
nN
NN n −=   (1) 
    Assuming the number of k-combinations of n objects ( )Nn , the following two subexperiments 
to assemble a n-permutation of n distinguishable objects: 
1. Choose a n-combination out of the n objects which has ( )Nn  possible outcomes. 
2. Choose a n-permutation of the k objects in the k-combination which has n! Possible outcomes. 
Therefore the number of outcomes of the combined experiment is (N)n is in the form: 
 ( ) !.)( nN Nnn =                       ( ) )!(! !!)( nNn NnN nNn −==∴    (binomial coefficient) (2) 
( ) ( )N nNNn −=   (3) 
   For an integer N ≥0,          
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B.2 Independent Trials 
   Considering independent repetition of a subexperiment of experiments, the probability models 
can be attained assuming a success occurs with probability p; otherwise, a failure occurs with 
probability 1-p. The probability of n0 failures and n1 successes in n = n0 + n1 independent trials 
are in the form [69]:”  
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B.3 Probability Distributions 
 
   The probability distribution for a random variable describes how probabilities are distributed 
over the values of the random variables and defined by a probability function. There are a large 
number of distributions used in statistical applications, which can be classified into two types of 
the probability distributions depending on the random variable, discrete and continuous 
distributions.  
   There are three main types of both discrete and continuous distributions, they are, probability 
density function (pdf), cumulative distribution function (cdf) and survival density function (sdf). 
These functions can be expressed as a function of each cdf=1- sdf and pdf = d(cdf)/dx.  
 
B.3.1 Discrete Distributions  
 
   The probability distribution of a discrete random variable X produces the probability p(xi) that 
the random variable is equal to xi, for each value xi [70]:  
p(xi) = P(X=xi) (6) 
where the constraints are: 
 0≤ p(xi) ≤1 (7) 
∑ p(xi)=1 (8) 
   Among the most well-known discrete probability distributions that are used for statistical 
modeling are single-point distribution, the discrete uniform distribution, the Poisson distribution, 
the Bernoulli distribution, the binomial distribution, the geometric distribution, the negative 
binomial distribution [71,72]. In this dissertation, the binomial distribution was used. So, a small 
overview of it is given below.  
   
Binomial distribution  
 
   The binomial distribution is probably the most commonly used discrete distribution. The 
formula for the binomial probability mass function is expressed as [72]: 
( ) xxnnx ppnpxf −−= )1(),,(  for x= 0,1,2,……n. (9) 
   The formula for the binomial cumulative probability function is: 
( ) inix
i
n
i ppnpxF
−
=
−=∑ )1()(),,(
0
 (10) 
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      As two status decision (either yes or no), the binomial distribution can be suitable for all 
testing problems of such decisions  
B.3.2 Continuous Distributions  
   The continuous random distributions is in the form [70]: 
)()( xF
dx
dxf = , F(x)= P(X ≤ x) leads to ∫f(x) dx= F(b) - F(a)= P(a< X <b) (11)           
 where f(x) is the probability density function of a continuous random variable X and F(x) is the 
cumulative distribution function. 
   This type contains a large number of distributions used in statistical applications [71, 72]. Such 
as, continuous uniform  distribution, normal distribution, uniform distribution, cauchy 
distribution, t distribution, F distribution, chi-square distribution, exponential distribution, 
weibull distribution, lognormal distribution, fatigue life distribution, gamma distribution, double 
exponential distribution, power normal distribution, power lognormal, tukey-Lambda 
distribution, extreme value type I distribution and beta distribution. In this dissertation, the 
normal distribution was used. So, a small overview of it is given below 
 
Normal distribution 
   It is also well known by Gaussian functions and it is expressed by (12), where, m is the mean 
and  σ is the standard deviation which means that the probability distribution is characterized by 
location and scale parameters. The standard normal distribution is the case where m = 0 and σ  = 
1 expressed by (13). 
The mean is the average of the data points as given by (14), Y is the mean of the data, ND is the 
number of data point. Standard deviation is the square root of the variance (15) and the variance 
is defined as (16). 
πσ
σ
2
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   The normal distribution is the most important distribution in statistics for theoretical as well as 
practical reasons [71]. 
 
  
 
B.4 Gaussian Q- Function Q(x)  
 
   The Q-function is the defined as the tail probability of the normalized Gaussian distribution. 
The Q-function take the form [73,74]: 
dwwkQ
k
)
2
(exp
2
1)(
2∫∞ −= π  (17) 
Thus, Q(k)=1- φ(k) (18)  
   where φ(k), is the cumulative function of the Gaussian distribution. 
 
The Q-function can be related to the error and complementary error functions as: 
)
2
(
2
1)
2
(
2
1
2
1)( kerfckerfkQ =−=  (19) 
where, erf (k) is the error function and erfc(k) is the complementary error function. They are 
expressed as: 
.2)(
0
2∫ −= k t dtekerf π  (20) 
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k
t dtekerfkerfc π  (21)    
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C. Number of Strikes to Distribution Lines 
 
   The number of strikes to distribution lines are depend on three important factors must which are 
[75]: 
1. Accurate ground flash density data. 
2. The number of strikes to lines of known length and height. 
3. Shielding from other nearby structures. 
So, Eriksson equation can be modified to take the form (22) instead of (23). 
Ns= Ng (b+28h0.6)×10-1×(1-Sf) (22) 
Ns= Ng (b+28h0.6)×10-1 (23) 
Where Ns is the number of strikes to the line. Ng is the ground flash density, it is the number o 
lightning flashes striking one square kilometer on the earth in a year. It was obtained by lightning 
flash counter but nowadays it is obtained by lightning localization systems. In general it will range 
between less than one ground flash km-2 yr-1 to about 10 km-2 yr-1. b (m) is the width of the line, is 
considered for multi-conductor lines with the conductor arranged horizontally. h is the height of the 
line. Sf is shielding factor.  
  
D. Experiments' Devices 
 
With the aid of the experimental configuration shown in Figure 2.4, the capacitor divider is 
used for transforming the breakdown voltage to be suitable input to the oscilloscope. Voltage 
measurements were achieved using a coaxial probe. The experimental setup data are:  
 
Impulse voltage source: 800 kV (4-stage), 1.6/50 µs, 
Capacitive divider: 500PF, 100kV rms, 400 kV impulse, response time < 100 ns, 
Spark-gap: double spark-gap horn to horn, 
Current limiting resistor: 50 kΩ, 
Transformer (AC voltage source): 20000/ 400 V), Δ/Υ, 
Oscilloscope: 100 MHz, 500 Ms/s DSO. 
 
E. Spark-gap Dimensions  
 
The used spark-gap configuration and its dimensions are depicted in Figure B. It is horn to 
horn type.  
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Figure B Spark-gap configuration and dimensions. 
 
 
 
F. Segment of Matlab Script File 
 
 
n = 1; % initiating a counter 
Um = 86.9e3; % Mean 
Us = 2.75e3; % Standard deviation 
Uo = 17.0e3; % Peak supply Voltage 
U = 20e3:2e3:140e3; % Voltage range 20 to 140 kV.  
Px=1-qfunc((U-Um)./Us); % The model of the impulse  
for Ut = U; 
    % The model of the combined waveforms is 
    Pu(n) = 1 - 1/(2*pi)... 
       *quadl(@(x)qfunc((Ut-Uo.*cos(x)-Um)./Us) ...     
       ,0,2*pi); 
    n=n+1 
end 
 
 
G. Experimental Devices 
 
    Requirements components for experiment shown in Figure 3.3 are: 
1- Impulse voltage source 940 V, 0.87/50 µs, 
2- Transformer (T1): 100 kVA Dyn5   21000 V ± 2 x 2.5 %/420 V 2.75 A / 137.5 A,  
3- Transformer (T2): 50 kVA   Yzn11  20500 V/410 V   1.41 A / 70.4 A, 
Dimensions 
    (mm) 
a  a1  ds  c  c’  b  h  l  S  x  y 
75  160  40  80  80  100  335  255  125  φ8  φ6 
z: insulator 
α: 104ο 
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4- Pearson current monitor Model 110A has been used to measure the phase current, with 
frequency range 1 Hz- 20MHz., 
5- A probe 100:1 to measure the voltage, 
6- Digital recorder LeCroy LP142 controlled by HPVEE program for the measurements. 
 
H. Step-by-Step Piantini Model Parameters Determination 
   The values of the circuit parameters shown in Figure 3.7 can be derived for each transformer 
from the analysis of its input impedance and frequency response as depicted below. 
Step 1: Input impedance analysis 
)1(
1
1
C
LjR
i
UZin ωω −+==    (24) 
where, R=R_1+R_2 and  L=L_1+L_2 .  
The modulus value of input impedance is: 
22 )1(
C
LRZin ωω −+=  (25) 
At the resonance frequency (fr), 
LC
f
C
L r πωω 2
1,1 ==   (26) 
2_1_ RRRZin +==   (27) 
So, fr and R were graphically obtained from the frequency response of input impedance. 
 
Step 2: Frequency response analysis of the transformer 
Zin
LjR
U
U 2_2_
1
2 ω+=      (28) 
Then, its modulus is: 
22
22
)1(
)2_(2_
1
2
C
LR
LR
U
U
ωω
ω
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+=     (29) 
At the resonance frequency fr 
R
LR
U
U 22 )2_(2_
1
2 ω+=     (30) 
Where 12UU  was graphically obtained from the frequency response of the transformer. 
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At a phase angle φ=0, 
R
R
U
U 2_
1
2 ≈    (31) 
Where, R
R 2_  was graphically determined from the frequency response of the transformer 
For very high frequencies, when w → ∞ 
2_1_
2_2_
1
2
LL
L
L
L
U
U
+≈≈     (32)  
L
L 2_ was determined graphically from the frequency response of the transformer.  
After obtaining the values (fr, R, || 12UU at fr, 1_
2_
R
R and L
L 2_ ), the circuit parameters can deduced 
from the above equations as following: 
• R_2 was deduced from equation (31), and then R_1 was deduced from equation (27). 
• L_2 was deduced from equation (30) then L and L_1 were deduced from equation (32). 
• The capacitance C was deduced from equation (26). 
   These parameters were tuned to get the optimum values. The tuning process was carried out to 
compensate the approximation during the parameters calculations. 
 
I. Two-Port Networks 
   There are four types of two-port networks shown in Figure C, they are impedance parameters, 
admittance parameters, hybrid parameters and transmission parameters. The conditions to use 
such these networks with the following analysis are: 
 
Linear N.W U1 U2 
I1 
I1 
I2 
I2 
+ + 
- - 
 
Figure C Two-port network. 
 
1. Impedance parameters 
 
   The values of the parameters can be evaluated using open circuit tests for both of input port 
and out port as declared from Figure D. the corresponding equations in this case are: 
 
U1=Z11I1+Z12I2  (33) 
 
U2=Z21I1+Z22I2  (34) 
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where, Z11 : open circuit input impedance, Z12 : open circuit transfer impedance from port 1 to 
port 2, Z21 : open circuit transfer impedance from port 2 to port 1 and Z22 : open circuit output 
impedance. 
 
 
 
Z11= U1/I1 
 
Z21=U2/I1 
U2 
I1 I2=0
+
-
  +   
  - U1 
            
 
Z12= U1/I2 
 
Z22=U2/I2 
U1
I1=0 I2 
+
- 
 +  
  - U2
 
a. Finding Z11 and Z21                                                       b.  Finding Z12 and Z22 
Figure D Impedance parameters measurements for parameters determination. 
 
2. Admittance parameters 
   The values of the parameters can be evaluated by setting U2 = 0 (output port short circuit) or 
U1= 0 (input port short circuit) as declared from Figure E. the corresponding equations are: 
 
I1=Y11U1+Y12U2  (35) 
 
I2=Y21U1+Y22U2  (36) 
  
 
 
Y11= I1/U1 
 
Y21=I2/U1 
U2=0
I1 I2 
I1 
            
 
 
Y12= I1/U2 
 
Y22=I2/U2 
I2
I1 I2 
U1=0
 
a. Finding Y11 and Y21                                                       b.  Finding Y12 and Y22 
Figure E Admittance parameters measurements for parameters determination. 
 
 
3. Hybrid parameters 
   The values of the parameters can be evaluated by setting U2 = 0 (output port short circuit) or 
I1= 0 (input port open circuit) as declared from Figure F. the corresponding equations are: 
 
U1=h11I1+h12U2  (37) 
 
I2=Y21I1+h22U2  (38) 
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where h11 is the short-circuit input impedance,  h12 is the open-circuit reverse voltage gain, h21 is 
the short-circuit forward current gain and h22 is the open-circuit output admittance. 
 
 
 
h11= U1/I1 
 
h21=I2/I1 
U2=0
I1 I2 
I1 U1 
            
 
h12= U1/U2 
 
h22=I2/U2 
U1 
I1=0 I2 
+
-
  +  
  - U2
 
b. Finding h11 and h21                                                       b.  Finding h12 and h22 
Figure F Hybrid parameters measurements for parameters determination. 
 
4. Transmission parameters 
   The values of the parameters can be evaluated by setting U2 = 0 (output port short circuit) or 
I2= 0 (output port open circuit) as declared from Figure G. the corresponding equations are: 
 
U1=AU2-BI2  (39) 
 
I1=CU2-DI2  (40) 
 
where, A : open-circuit voltage ratio, B : Negative short-circuit transfer impedance, C :open-
circuit transfer admittance and D : Negative short-circuit current ratio. 
 
  
 
A= U1/U2 
 
C=I1/U2 
 
U1 
I1 I2=0
+
- 
  +   
  - U2
            
 
B= -U1/I2 
 
D=-I1/I2 
 
U1
I1 I2 
U2=0
 +  
  -
 
a. Finding A and C                                                       b.  Finding B and D 
Figure G Transmission parameters measurements for parameters determination. 
 
 
J. Procedure For Parameter Determination Of The Proposed Transformer 
Model 
   Using impedance analysis (input impedance (Z11), output impedance (Z22) and transfer 
impedance (Z12), the elements value of the high frequency transformer model shown in Figure 
3.30 can be evaluated as illustrated below. 
I. From the impedance analysis in frequency domain, the connections of the elements R, L and C 
can be estimated (either parallel connected or series connected).  
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II. The values of the high frequency transformer model elements can be calculated using the 
frequency response of the mentioned impedances by the following concepts. 
 
A. At resonance frequency (Fr) 
 
resonanceSeriesRZ = & resonanceParallelRY /1=  (41) 
224
1
rF
LC π=  (42) 
B. At very high frequency 
For series resonance circuit 
01 =
Cω & ω/
22 ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −= RZL  (43)  
From Equation 42, the capacitive element can be calculated as: 
LF
C
r
224
1
π=  (44) 
For parallel resonance circuit 
01 =
Lω & ω/
1
2
2
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −=
R
YC  (45)  
From Equation 42, the inductive element can be calculated as: 
CF
L
r
224
1
π=  (46) 
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K. Different Network Configurations 
 
 
L1
L2
L3
N
PE
Rs 
K 
Tr 
a. TN-S the supply network has a connection of the 
neutral conductor with the earthing conductor at the 
feeding transformer only.   
 
L1
L2
L3
PEN
Rs
K 
Tr 
b. TN-C neutral and earthing conductor are common 
(PEN) and earthed at the transformer or near it.  
 
L1
L2
L3
N
Rs Rn 
K 
Tr 
c. TN-C-S the neutral conductor is earthed at the 
transformer and in other network points.    
 
L1 
L2 
L3
N 
Rs
K 
Tr 
d. TT neutral point of transformer is earthed directly, 
while the reciever’s installation is earthed by a 
separate earth electrode.  
 
L1
L2
L3
PEN
Rs 
K 
Tr 
e. IT in this system there is no direct connection of 
active network parts with earth, while accessible 
conducting parts of installation elements are earthed.   
 Marking 
L1,2,3 phase conductor, N is the neutral conductor,
PE is the earthing conductor, PEN is the common
earthing and neutral conductor, K is the transformer
tank, Rs is the protective earthing of station, Rn is
the earthing of transformer neutral point.. 
               
Figure H Network configurations. 
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L. Nonlinear Resistors of Surge Arrester 
 
The nonlinear characterstics of the surge arrester nonlinear elements are shown in Table A. 
 
Table A V-I characteristics of A0 and A1 
I(kA) A0(PU) A1(PU) 
2×10-6 0.81 0.623 
0.1 0.974 0.788 
1 1.052 0.866 
3 1.108 0.922 
10 1.195 1.009 
20 1.277 1.091 
 
M. Overhead Cable 
 
 
The feeders are represented using LCC JMarti model. The configuration of the overhead cable 
and the corresponding dimensions and parameters are shown in Figure I. In Overhead cable, the 
messenger conductor has two dual functions, it is earthed in addition to it is uncovered for the 
protection purpose. The dimensions and parameters are:  
- Conductor cross-section = 35 mm2, 
- Outer insulation thickness = 1.6 mm, 
- Over messenger area =70 mm2, 
- Conductor resistivity = 2.84 × 10-9 Ω.m, 
- Relative permeability of the conductor material = 1, 
- Relative permeability of the insulator material outside the conductor = 1,  
- Relative permittivity of the insulator material outside the conductor = 2.3. 
 
Figure I Three phase conductors + one messenger overhead cable. 
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N. Underground Cable 
 
   The underground cable sections are considered four core cables buried 0.7 m deep under earth 
and arranged as shown in Figure J.  
Underground cable dimensions and parameters are:  
- Conductor cross-section = 35 mm2, 
- Outer insulation thickness = 0.9 mm, 
- Overall diameter =25.4 mm, 
- Conductor resistivity = 2.84 × 10-9 Ω.m, 
- Relative permeability of the conductor material = 1, 
- Relative permeability of the insulator material outside the conductor = 1,  
- Relative permittivity of the insulator material outside the conductor = 5.1. 
Pipe data are : 
- Depth= 0.7 m, 
- Inner radius= 0.0105 m, 
- Outer radius= 0.0109 m, 
- Insulator radius= 0.0127 m, 
- Conductor resistivity = 2.84 × 10-9 Ω.m, 
- Relative permeability of the conductor material = 1, 
- Relative permittivity of the insulator material = 5.1. 
 
Figure J Four cores, XLPE/PVC underground cable. 
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